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PASTURES OLD AND NEW.

CHAPTER I.

GRASS LANDS AS THEY ARE AND AS THEY
OUGHT TO BE.

The bete noir oi British agriculture has always been considered itsgrass lands, the majority of which may aptly he described

a

slimphfymg a semi-wild condition, being little better than ZseZ toweeds and the herbage indigenous to the soil in a nZT
proved state. The reason of this is that in ^tiZt^ZZpart of the farm was left very much to take care of iteSnSseldom manned or subjected to any management whatev r,'«

2

feeding the produce by stock or cutting and harvesting it for havThere were m the old times sheep runs, cattle runs, dairyand mead for mowing; sometimeg the latter

'

re^Ja

£jattention, but as a rule, even these were deplorably izxfested bvweeds, especially rushes when in low situations, or when th fieldscontain many surface springs. Jfor need the past tense be employedfoi such a description, even our best meadows being at the presentday full of weeds, while second and third class ones, no essCdany fields and pastures generally, are infested with all SJS£ I?
6^ 0f^ Hfe, and yield even small^nt ties of hat m comparison with the amount of really good producethey might be made to bear if properly treated.

1

No one lias more clearly described the cause of the impoverishment and bad quality of old pastures than Mons. H. JoSTX» a paper which has been translated and published in ^
thet/' rT ^ Whik Eitr°gen aCCUmul

"
tes extensivelytthe upper layers of pasture lands, the minerals get gradually
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exhausted, and that their fallings off in produce as well as

deterioratten m quality, are almost entirely attributable to the

afsenc ifter of potash, the phosphates, or lime, and in many

cases of two or more of these minerals. M. Jodie also point..oat

hat
" Owing to the continued accumulation of vegetable delns,

he layer of "soil in which the roots live at length becomes sour

even where the earth may originally have been calcareous and

Z 5n£ so in the underlying layers, so that the good plan*

Tend to disappear, and give place to a vegetation which » ha-

racteristic of sour land." Unfortunately, it must be admitted that

^eTlarge proportion of pasture lands in the United Kingdom

IZerIho^ughly to the above description, and the almost

magical changes produced in them whenever applications of

hme chalk, or any other calcareous substance happen to be made

LTs always caused it to appear marvellous that they should not be

frequently renovated by this agency. The beneficial effect

Ti me on old pastures is often exemplified on sheep walks, moun

tains, and elevated plains no less than m low marshy or fen

districts, where the soil is of a peaty character fcx £act, a

moment's consideration would cause it to be understood that the

Ttural phenomena pointed out by M. Joulie is always being

exmplified and having effect in pastures a all

positions, and whatever the nature of the soil may be. H the

latter be rich in all the minerals, the evil results will be slower in

manifestation, simply because they would only take place
,

on ttere

being actual scarcity of one or more of the minerals essential to

th well-being and existence of grass plants of the highest order.

TherT are some lands so rich in minerals that the pasture

seemingly has not deteriorated either in quantity or quality for

erS generations, just as some deep, rich arable lands seem

Eaustible in fertility, and have been known to bear lengthy

successions of grain crops without manure, and not display the

slightest evidence of exhaustion.
_

Even the best pastures have, however, a failing in quality if not

in quantity, owing to the extent they are infested with weeds.

Those of the far-famed Bridgwater level have often been pointed

to as among the best of the best, and the extent to which one of

the mo" viable of feeding grounds to be found anywhere,^take

the kingdom through, is at the present period infested by the

wild ranunculus (usually termed buttercup), strikes the observa-

tion forcibly. This is regarded in every sense as purely a weed,

Sss grown to gladden the eye, inasmuch as stock always refuse
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to eat it, unless driven by hunger to do so, owing to the absence
of anything else. But some of the Somerset marshes—which not
only bear prodigious quantities of this pest, but a great many
other inferior plants only deserving to be deemed weeds—actually
let at from 41. to 51. per acre. Horsey Slimes and some neigh-
bourmg highest-class marshes, according to the late Mr. Gabriel
Poole, were accustomed to let for 61. or 71. per acre about ten years
ago, and even now they yield high rents at annual lettings
The character of the pasturage of low-lying marshes and

meadows liable to be flooded is also materially affected by this
cause. There cannot be the slightest doubt that the excessive
floodmgs to which they were subjected during the lengthy
cycle of wet years, from 1875 to 1882, had the effect of killing
many of the more valuable grasses, and causing others to take
their place of a more aquatic and coarser nature. This is proved
not only by the statements of occupiers, but by the serious decline
an value of such lands either for sale or letting, which has scarcely
been exceeded by that of arable soils in the poorest districts.
The extent to which the prevention of injurious floods would

benefit low-lying grass lands is not sufficiently understood, perhaps
not even by those who own and occupy them ; otherwise the
echemes for confining our main streams by effectual barriers
would be of a grander and more comprehensive nature. As
proof of this, the owners of the great Somerset level have
always adopted the suicidal policy of promoting its reclamation
and improvement by peddling and partially effective measures.
Bilhngsley showed plainly that this was their failing in his day,
when he wrote his report for the Board of Agriculture at the
latter part of the last century. They have now an Act of
Parliament which would enable them, it they chose, to confine
the Parrot, with a sufficient breadth of wash lands on its brinks,
within solid embankments, so as to render any floodings beyond
absolutely preventible

; but instead of this they are adopting a
ecbeme which will cost a great deal of money, but can be only
but very partially effective in securing the grand object of making
the whole of the low-lying lands at present flooded bj that main
stream and its tributaries of first-class value, whereas a large
proportion of them, owing to their sedgy, peaty character, are
only at present of fifth or sixth-rate value, and have frequently
been known to sell at auction sales for no more than 20Z. an
acre.

There are many other low-lying levels in the kingdom that have
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been damaged by injurious floodings to quite the same extent as

this one
;

and, what is more, until these floodings can be abso-

lutely prevented, immense tracts of land at present of very little

value indeed cannot be reclaimed and made good. It may confi-

dently be asserted that thousands of acres of morass and lands

full of peat bogs might be increased in value at least four-fold by

the necessary steps being taken for their reclamation.

Drainage is another effectual means for the improvement of

grass lands, even some that lie tolerably high. In travelling

through the country how often is the eye pained by resting on

numerous bad spots in grass fields, which would otherwise present

to view a solid, even carpet of luxuriant green. These blemishes

are chiefly caused by surface springs, and might be entirely

removed by under drainage. For the want of this a considerable

proportion of the produce of those fields consists of sedge grass

and rushes, absolutely worthless for feeding purposes ;
with a stdl

larger quantity of aquatic coarse grasses, far less nutritious than

the valuable, high-class meadow grasses which might be grown

instead, if the land were only thoroughly drained.

Singularly enough, most erroneous opinions have been and still

are prevalent respecting the drainage of grass lands. As the

owners and occupiers of flooded marshes and meadows absolutely

fear to prevent the cause from operating altogether from which

they suffer, lest they deprive themselves of a slight manurial

operating influence, so do those who have the management of

pastures of the other description fear to drain them, lest, through

being of a drier character, they may yield a less quantity of pro-

duce than before. Grass is grass to them, whatever its character

otherwise, and no nice distinctions are drawn as to the amount of

nutriment contained in the coarse aquatic ones, supposing they are

devoured, compared to that contained in foxtail, cocksfoot, the

fescues, and timothy, which, by draining the land and sufficiently

manuring it, they might grow instead.

Grass fields with surface springs and unsound spots bearing a

different character of herbage to sound land, are nurseries for the

fluke germs which give sheep liver-rot, and as a rule it will be

found that flooded marshes and meadows, and grass lands requiring

drainage, solely impart this baneful malady. Only by considering

to what a fearful extent entire flocks were swept clean off the face

of the land in 1879 and 1880, can we form any valid estimate of

the immense sacrifices of wealth occasioned by wet undrained

pastures. The sheep stock of the United Kingdom was
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reduced several millions in those years, and has not even now fully

recovered its normal enumeration.

In regard to upland pastures, and indeed to grass lands
generally, the utmost ignorance prevailed up to a very recent
period as to the best ways of treating them so as to impart
fertility or higher producing powers, and so usual had it been for
countless generations to let them alone, that even when indications
of a striking nature manifested themselves by accident, or in
response to some eccentric course of action, the practical teaching
seldom had much effect.

A few illustrations of this may not be out of place. Not far
from Komford there is a park in which one particularly bright
spot could for several successive years be seen for three or four
miles distant, standing out boldly from the rusty brown of the
surrounding sward. Some mortar refuse spread there on an old
building being pulled down, had contributed the calic chemical
so much wanted. Yet, strange to state, it did not occur to the
occupier of the park that it would be profitable to give the entire
region a lime dressing.

On the banks of the Avon, in Hants, a similar bright oasis was
produced by spreading chalk on the surface, which not only
improved the quality of the herbage, but made it yield twice as
much as before. Yet there are thousands of acres bordering on
that and similar streams, which might be similarly benefited, yet
remain bearing just so much as nature allows them and no more.
A few loads of marl were hauled and spread over an alluvial

marsh, the effect of which caused white clover to spring up
spontaneously very thickly without a single seed being sown, and
although no one could remember having seen a single plant of
that kind in the field before. A similar thing occurred in one of
the poorest of upland pastures in Sussex, by Sir Curtis Lampson
reserving it as lairage for sheep fed on roots and trough foods,
so that they left then- dung very thickly on the land. Plants
made their appearance the ensuing summer never seen there
before, and the produce was increased tenfold.

That old herbage, consisting of injurious plants, can be
destroyed and the better grasses be made to take their place,
simply by manuring alone, has been proved sufficiently by the
experiments of Sir J. B. Lawes, at Eothamsted. The produce of
his unmanured plots contained 16 per cent, of miscellaneous
weedy herbage. These were reduced more and more, almost at
the will of the experimenter, according as the plots were partially,
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effectually, or highly manured; while superior grasses, such as

cocksfoot, which were not found at all in the totally unmanured

section, came of their own accord as the result of liberal manuring.

Quaking grass, for instance, was found to the extent of 2 per cent,

in the unmanured plot, but disappeared entirely in the highly

manured ones ; and Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert say " it is easy of

expulsion by good manuring." Nearly eleven out of the sixteen

parts referred to consisted of rib grass, yet " none of it was found

in the produce grown by mineral manures alone ;" and it is added

in the report of Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert, " sheep sorrel, silene

or catch-fly, ranunculus or crowsfoot, field wood-rush, germander,

speedwell, and beadstraw or rennet, were also found to disappear

with the application of manure."

So satisfied was Sir J. B. Lawes that the application of manure

alone will kill bad herbage and bring more valuable grasses and

clovers to take its place without the sowing of seeds, that some

time since he suggested to landlords having impoverished foul

farms thrown on their hands, that the least costly method of

improving and making them valuable would be to let nature

cover them with wild herbage and then feed it off by stock, well

supplied with oilcake, corn, or other rich food, the high manurial

agency of whose droppings would cause a gradual amelioration of

the herbage until fairly good pastures would be obtained.

According to numerous facts which have been reported, a great

deal of neglected arable land has been treated in this way since

the present cycle of agricultural depression set in, with the

invariable result indicated by Sir J. B. Lawes, to whom, however,

the suggestion must not be attributed as original, the law by

which the phenomenon works having been acknowledged and

believed in for many generations. In South Wales there are

numerous productive grass fields on the coal measures bordering on

absolutely waste lands, the occupiers of which assert that the only

agencies that have produced the reclamation are drainage and the

application of manure.

Nearly at the top of the Aberdare mountain, near Merthyr

Tydvil, about 1600ft. above the sea level, is a bright spot, which

sparkles green and lustrous viewed from afar, and, on exami-

nation, is found to be three small fields which a labouring man was

allowed to enclose—and merely by the application of manure, with-

out converting them to tillage—has made to produce considerably

over a ton of hay per acre at a cutting. This fact is highly

important, as it shows that even the semi-barren Welsh mountains
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are only unfruitful because they remain neglected and un-
manured.

And it is so everywhere, go where you will, for pasture lands,
mountain sheepwalks, cattle runs and downs, that are most barren,
are only so for lack of more manuring. In some cases they lack
the phosphates, in others potash, but almost invariably lime, which
exerts a two-fold effect, one essentially and directly manurial, the
other indirectly so in causing latent nitrogen to be available from
the upper crust of the soil

; whereby sweetening the herbage is

produced.

Scientific men are perfectly agreed that pastures have a great
advantage over arable land, in being able to appropriate a great
deal of nitrogen from the atmosphere. There is a nitrifying effect
always being produced more or less on the surfaces of all soils, but
the nitrates from atmospheric sources are washed through those
deficient of actual vegetable life at the surface, where there are no
rootlets to take them up and appropriate them. But without
minerals in sufficient quantities to make the grass plants vigorous,
their powers of appropriation would probably be only limited.
Some years since the Cheshire farmers doubled, and in many

instances trebled, the produce of their worn-out dairy pastures by
the application of bones, after which everybody rushed erroneously
to the conclusion that phosphates were solely what grass fields
required to make them fruitful all the kingdom over. The error of
this was soon found out, and the late Dr. Voelcker was accustomed
to tell an amusing story, that when he came to Cirencester as a
young man, thinking to astonish the natives, he traced the initials
of his name on a grass plot overlooking the high road. To his
surprise, the grass came no fresher or more luxuriant where the
bone dust was placed than elsewhere. On analysing the soil he
discovered the reason : it contained a superfluity of phosphates.
The conclusion may be formed that the green carpeting of our

island, if only properly treated in the ways above described, might
be made to appear far more fresh and luxuriant on mountains
and hillsides, no less than in vales and lowland levels, and that a
vast increase of their productive powers could easily be brought
about.
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CHAPTER II.

THE FORMATION OF NEW PASTURES.

During the ten years from 1874 to 1884 the pastures of Cheat

BriUin increased from 13,178,012 to 15,290,820 acres, or to he

extent of 2,112,808 acres, the cause leading to such a result being

^untoward seasons, combined to low prices, whic
j
have been

experienced for corn growing, and the desire on the part of

facers to save labour and the costs of cultivation to the greatest

extent possible in present times of depression

A chan-e in husbandry operating to this wide extent has

natr^ occasioned a great deal of inquiry on the best methods

of converting arable to pasture ; the more so as the self-same evd

affecting old pastures-occasioned, as has been -en, by the

exhaustion of minerals in the upper crusts of the

themselves very early in new ones of the common ordei. Perhaps

tTnol too much Jassume that three-fourths of the newpastnre

laid down in the four or five years previous to 1880 are
.

already so

impaired in yielding power that their owners are dissatisfied with

Zsaclce o'f wealt/they entail, and feel ver,

;

inched ^
return

them to arable again. Owing to this, the utility of laymg down

land to grass, as a remedy for agricultural depression is advocated

with much less fervour at the present day than it was a few yeais.

since.

This is altogether to be deplored, inasmuch as the evil _is

preventible, and to be attributed to bad management Either the

and was not perfectly cleaned ere being grassed down, « the

Beeding itself proved to be of an indifferent character by the seeds

of annuals or weeds forming a considerable portion of the mixture

sown, or the after-management of the new pastures pioved

inimical to their well-being. In the majority of ^stances two at

least of these evil influences are usually to be detected on close

examination.
, .

There are three leading stages, each requiring sepaiate con-

siderations, in the conversion of arable to pasture :
the preparatory
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treatment, the nature of the seeding management, and the
nourishment of the young pastures after being obtained. Without
going into all the details of what is deemed most judicious pre-
liminary husbandry, it should be observed that there are at least

three pre-requisites which should, if possible, be secured: a healthy
dryness of the soil whenever wet by drainage, scrupulous clean-
liness by the destruction of weeds of all kinds, and bringing the
land into as good a condition of fertility as possible ere being laid
down. Unfortunately, land is often sown down without either
requirement being carried out. The part of the farm most difficult

of access, or entailing greatest strain of labour, is usually that
which is first selected to be grassed down. The clayey portion is

most likely to be wet and undrained, and that difficult of access to
be very poor. According to the general admission of farmers
themselves, the land converted to grass in the last ten years was
the reverse of being in high condition, in respect to fertility, and
not so cleanly as could have been desired. In respect to the other
pre-requisite, the majority of farmers are not yet converted to
a belief in the utility of making grass lands thoroughly dry.

"Putting the land in good heart," as it is termed, can on all

medium-class soils be generally secured with the greatest ease by
taking a preliminary crop of turnips, and then sowing down with rape,
these two successive green crops being consumed by sheep bounti-
fully supplied with oilcake or some other auxiliary food. The
utility of taking this course would also be the more patent by the
consideration that it would form the easiest and cheapest way of
cleaning the land, as the tillage operations necessary to be
effected for the turnip and rape crops would secure this. Thus the
essential pre-requisites of cleaning the land and putting it into
good heart would be gained by one and the same means, and the
amount of fertility obtained will not be lightly estimated by those
who know what legacies are left behind by the flock when two
green crops in succession are consumed by sheep bountifully sup-
plied with artificial food.

But a great deal of land that it is thought most desirable to sow
down cannot always be managed in this way, being too heavy to
bear the tramping of sheep in winter. Mr. James Howard, M.P.
has experienced the old-fashioned summer fallow as the best pre-
paratory treatment under such circumstances

; and probably if clay
lands, after receiving an entire, or even what is termed a " bastard "

summer fallow, were allowed to have a winter one afterwards, a
well-pulverised seed bed could be obtained in March or April, into
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which the grass seeds might be sown with barley, oats, or rape, as

may be thought most desirable.

As to the seeding itself, whatever may be the mixture chosen as

heing best adapted to the soil and other circumstances, it is pre-

eminently desirable that all the varieties contained therein should

consist of pure unadulterated seeds, which, unfortunately has not

been usually the case with a considerable number of seed mixtures

Seedsmen, in their treatises, condemn the old method of saving the

sweepings of haylofts for employment in seeding down to grass, as

being calculated to cause the seeds of weeds and many injurious

grasses to be sown along with others more valuable This

however, according to Mr. Carruthers, scarcely operates to a

greater extent that when seeds are bought from a certain class of

seedsman. He has shown in some of his reports that not a few

grass seed mixtures that have been submitted to inspection are

most wantonly and shamefully adulterated.

The Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, m the year 1880,

following Mr Carruthers' advice, drew out a table of standards,

with reference to which they recommended their members to pur-

chase seeds, and some few of the leading seedsmen have expressed

their willingness to guarantee their seeds quite to the extent Mr

Carruthers declares that they ought to be rendered pure. To

farmers it would be of course an immense boon to have this

guarantee system universally established, the urgent need of which

will at once be seen by comparing the subjoined analyses of two

seed mixtures supplied in the spring of 1884, and which came

under tbe observation of Mr. Carruthers.

The first was obtained from Mr. Hunter, and every variety it

contained was so thoroughly unadulterated that Mr. Carruthers

could only express highest approval with admiration.

The following results are transcribed from his analysis
:

Meadow

fescue, pure, true, and clean, no rye or other grass, 98 per cent,

germinated. Tall fescue, true, pure, and clean, except 5 per cent,

of rye -rass, with a seed or two of brome grass, 90 per cent, ger-

minated. Hard fescue, pure, true, and clean 83 per cent,

germinated. Eough meadow grass, pure, true, and clean, a few

feeds of tussock grass, but not one in 300, 88 per cent, germinated

And the same description of pure, true, and clean was applied to

eight others, viz.: Catstail, of which 95 per cent, germinated;

cocksfoot, the percentage of germinated being 92 ;
dogstail, 97

foxtail, 80; perennial red clover, 90 ;
white clover, 100 ;

alsike, 94

and yarrow, 86.
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What a contrast does the above present to the following analysis

of seeds from a leading Scotch house, which Mr. Carruthers made
on April 7, 1884 :

" Cocksfoot.—This sample consists of 62 per
cent, cocksfoot, 29 per cent, small rye grass seeds, 4 per cent.

Yorkshire fog, 2 per cent, hard fescue, 2 per cent. Lipedium
satirium, and 1 per cent. Bronius. Rough meadow grass.—This is

principally smooth meadow grass, with some seeds of rough
meadow grass, florin, and Glyseria distans. Meadow fescue.

—

This consists of 73 per cent, true and 27 per cent, rye grass. Tall
fescue.—This is all hard fescue, with a seed or two of Bromus.
Hard fescue.—-This is the same as the last. Crested dogstail.

—

This consists of 72 per cent, dogstail, 23 per cent. Molinia cocrulia,

3 per cent. Yorkshire fog, and 2 per cent, weeds. It is old seed
or badly harvested. Golden oat grass.—This is entirely Aira
fleuriosa. Foxtail.—There is 4 per cent, of Yorkshire fog. The
foxtail is composed of 46 per cent, in flower, 42 per cent, in empty
chaff, 6 per cent, unripe, 4 per cent, destroyed by insects, and 2

per cent. ripe. Yarrow.—Pure and true, with a little sand, about
one-sixth of its weight. The seeds are well filled."

Perusal of the latter analysis will no doubt open the eyes of

farmers to the enormous risks to which they are exposed, unless

they purchase their seeds of leading houses, the managers of which
are men of strict integrity. It is no doubt sufficient in itself to

account for the rapidity with which a great many pastures fail and
become filled with weeds. Probably many English seedsmen who
supply bad seeds have been deceived themselves by the adultera-

tions taking place abroad by foreign growers or merchants. But
however this may be, the security of the British farmer in making
his purchases can only be perfectly acquired by the establishment

of the guarantee system. The high utility of this becomes still

more manifest when it is considered that, if pure good seeds could

be depended on, the quantity required might be so greatly lessened

as to lighten the expense of seeding down very considerably.

Indeed, Mr. Faunce de Laune computes that it might be curtailed

almost half. Approved seed mixtures now cost from 36s. to 54s.

per acre, but he feels confident that a good mixture, if thoroughly
unadulterated, might be curtailed to the extent of only costing

from 20s. to 26s. per acre, and yet prove perfectly efficient.

On such a material point the very fullest information possible to

be obtained appears desirable, and Mr. Faunce de Laune, having
been applied to, has been good enough to furnish details in the

subjoined tables of the greatest and least quantities of seeds he
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considers necessary to be sown on medium-class soils, the purity

and high germinating power now guaranteed by some seed firms

being ensured. Of course the lists would of necessity have to be

slightly altered to suit other varieties of soils, and those circum-

stances so frequently to be met with in different districts and

systems of management requiring extraordinary catering for.

According to present prices the cost of these seed mixtures would

amount to 23s. 3d. for the minimum, and 32s. 6d. for the maximum

quantities, but several of the kinds are, owing to present scarcity,

selling much higher than their average rates. For instance, in

1882 yarrow could be obtained for 3s. per lb., foxtail for Is. 2d.,

and cocksfoot, meadow fescue and tall fescue at 9d. Calculated on

average price values, the total costs would be about 18s. for the

one, and 26s. for the other.

Foxtail (Alopecurus pratensis)

Cocksfoot (Dactylis glomerata)

Catstail (Phleum pratense)

Meadow Fescue (Festuca pratensis)

Tall Fescue (Festuca elatior)

Crested Dogstail (Cynosurus cristatus)

Rough Meadow Grass (Poa trivialis) . .

.

Fiorin (Agrostis Stolonifera latifolium)

(If the true kind can be obtained.)

Yarrow (Achillea millefolium)

Perennial Bed Clover (Trifolium pra-

tense perenne)

Alsike Clover (Trifolium hybridum)

White „ (Trifolium repens)

Golden Oat Grass (Avena flavescens) ...

The above tables were accompanied by a note fully showing why,

under one particular set of circumstances, the smaller quantity of

seeds might reasonably be preferred to the larger. Mr. Paunce de

Laune observes :
" In laying land down to grass worth only from

5s. to 10s. per acre to rent, it would be ridiculous to make an outlay

of anything like 40s. per acre in purchasing seeds, because, by

sowing small quantities of the varieties selected, and leaving the

grasses to seed themselves for either one year or two years, the

owner would gain more than the maximum number of plants gene-

rally considered requisite, while, in addition, the decayed vegetable

matter from the unutilised stalks and foliage would be found to be

the cheapest possible manure. But if, on the other hand, the land

Least

°lt ~ lit it quantities

per acre.prices per lb.

d.

7 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

2 6

lb.

2

4
4
2

3

Greatest

quantities

per acre,

lb.

4
6

2

4
4

i

19£ 25
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were worth from 60s. to 70s. an acre, it might be more politic and
economical to apply extra seed and manure than to allow the grass
to accumulate."

This opens up a subject of vast importance which cannot be too
attentively considered. In many parts of the kingdom immense
acreages of poor lands have been thrown on landlords' hands,
which, being unlettable, they are sorely puzzled what to do with.'
To restore their fertility and make them again valuable would, by
regular courses of management being pursued, cost a great deal of
money. They will clothe themselves with a garment of vegetation
if allowed so to do, and many of them have already put one on—of
the coarsest and most worthless description no doubt ; but even
that is better than nothing, for, as observed above, old grass, when
allowed to rot on the land, adds greatly to its after fertility. ' Lord
Portman's farm manager once came to him in great perplexity,
stating that a certain poor pasture field was unusually full of grass^
yet lean stock were selling so high that he was quite sure no
animals could be bought to pay for consuming it. His reply was
that he had always found it best, when unable to discern a proper
course of action, to do nothing. This policy being allowed to rule,
the manuring by the grass remaining unconsumed to rot on the
land was found to confer such immense benefit that subsequent
crops were much heavier than they had been previously for a long
course of years.

But if impoverished lands of the character alluded to above had
small quantities of good seeds sown into them previously to then-
produce being allowed to decay on the surface for a season or two
seasons, there would most likely be far more vegetable matter pro-
duced for conversion to manure, besides a future provision for
better herbage being made by the seeds which would drop from the
good plants. This would, however, largely depend on the battle
of the meadow—how far the good grasses could contend with and
make headway against the bad ones ; and the question naturally
arises, how far ought vantage ground to be given to the former by
cleanings of foul lands being effected previously to the minimum
quantities of seed being sown ?

The subjoined fact reported from Sharsted Court bears on the
point strongly. Two bits of land were inclosed and planted to
young fir trees, one of them at a spot where seeds of cocksfoot, fox-
tail, and the fescues had been sown, the other where they had not.
In both cases the sward has since been left to take care of itself

;

there has been neither cutting nor feeding of it, and certainly no
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manure applications, but the contrast was very great even the first

summer ; and in the ensuing spring, after a year's vegetation had

rotted, the dead grass was twice as much in the inclosure where the

tfood seeds had been sown to what it was in the other
;
and while

in the former there were vigorous green shoots piercing through

the dry mass, in the latter there appeared only slight signs of

renewed vitality.

Such a conquest of the good over the bad would, however, be

limited to perennial meadow grasses of deep-rooted character and

robust growth. The finer ones would be entirely overcome, and like-

wise rye grass of every kind, which spreads its roots about on the

surface like an ash free, instead of delving right down, oak-like, as

does tall fescue and cocksfoot. If any can hold their own, and

supplant the wild herbage of the wilderness, it must be what are

called coarse grasses, the term not at all implying any lowness in

quality, as few are possessed of higher nutritive properties. What

is meant by the term " coarse " is, that they have larger stalks

and blades than another class termed the " finer" meadow grasses.

In the opinion of Mr. Faunce de Laune, these are sufficiently

robust, deep-rooted, and vigorous in development to maintain their

ground in soils weU adapted for them, under trying as well as

favourable circumstances. For instance, should the land be choke-

full of couch or wild grasses, he thinks they would push their way

to the destruction of the inferior grass, instead of the others

crowding them out. The bearing of this on another point will,

however, be perfectly manifest ; for if any of the leading perennial

grasses are of this character, and have so hardy and vigorous a

property, high manuring, although extremely beneficial, would not

be an absolute condition to insure their vitality.

But the fact should not be overlooked that there are robust,

vigorous- growing, inferior grasses likewise, and that one of them

at least—Yorkshire fog or soft woolly grass—will flourish and

increase either in great poverty or when the land is exceed-

ingly rich, being well-nigh as gluttonous for nitrogen as Italian

rye grass itself. The Eothamsted experiments in manuring grass-

plots prove this. Although the generality of wood-pests were

entirely extirpated by high manuring, the growth of this variety

was increased by it.

New pastures are treated in a variety of different ways as to

whether they are mown or fed, and to what extent, no less than in

the different degrees of nourishment they are allowed to receive,

either by direct manuring or by auxiliary food given to the stock
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feeding them. So much has been advanced before as to the possi.
bility of improving, much more maintaining, the productive
yielding power of pastures, that this part of the subject scarcely
requires further to be dilated on.

Still, as M. Joubert has observed, minerals have a natural
tendency to sink and disappear from the upper layers of pasture
fields. Indeed, chemists have been unable to detect any lime in
the surface soil of sheep downs with beds of chalk only 3ft down
Most pastures are to be benefited by potash applications as well
as lime, and to many of the poorer ones a little nitrate of soda in
conjunction with the minerals required, will impart a vigorous
start, at the first calculated effectually to repay the addition of the
mineral element.

The requirements of new pastures are so succinctly and pithily
described by Messrs. Webb and Sons, the well-known seedsmen of
Wordsley, Stourbridge, in a treatise on the grasses they circulate
to their customers, that this feature may well be elucidated by a
quotation of their words. They say :

« The principle to be adoptedm the maintenance of permanent pastures clearly is to keep up a
constant supply of those elements which are required by the good
grasses, or, in other words, to replace the particular elements
which are carried away from the land in consuming the grass;
and unless this is done the pastures are sure to deteriorate.

"

&

New pastures might be sustained in productiveness far more
easily, and their improvement be promoted much more economically
than m any other way if they could be irrigated. And there are
numerous instances where, by making a reservoir at a hill-side and
turning the contents of a ditch into it, sufficient water might be
stored to keep large tracts verdant and in active growth, which
would otherwise be sterile in a backward spring, or burnt up in a
drought season. The waste of water available to serve this object
is enormous, and the extent of pasture land very large that mi^ht
be highly fertilised and raised to a vast extent in productiveness
by this means alone.

c
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CHAPTER III.

MR. FATJNCE DE LAME'S REFORMED SYSTEM

OF SEEDING.

No literary production of an agricultural nature for many years

has been more worthy of profound study than that of Mr. Paunco

de Laune " on laying down land to permanent grass," which appears

in vol 18,2nd series, of the "Royal Agricultural Society's Journal."

This -entleman is the' owner of a fine estate about seven miles

from Sittingbourne, Kent, and at the present period farms nearly

a thousand acres of his own land, a considerable portion of which

appears to be a deep, friable, light loam, but it varies consider-

ably in some places, being more mixed with flints at the surface ;

all no doubt resting on a bed of chalk.

That most important services are rendered by English landlords

in furthering agricultural progress is well known, but they usually

take the direction of pedigree stock breeding, drainage operations,

the erection of buildings, or the reclamation of land. Here we

find the representative of an ancient Kent family striking out into

entirely new courses ; but if the conclusions arrived at m the

article just alluded to can be substantiated—which are the result

of carefully conducted experiments lasting over a dozen years—

a

service will be rendered the farming no less than the landlord

interest of his country well-nigh inestimable as to its real value.

In the present state of the labour market, and under the influence

of so many wretched seasons for corn-growing, everybody would

deem it highly desirable to convert arable to permanent pasture on

a large scale, but for the difficulty in securing a good turf, and the

alarming sacrifices of annual production generally considered to be

involved. But, according to Mr. Faunce de Laune, these evils may

be grappled with and overcome, if not with the greatest ease, at

least by some slight painstaking and adopting right methods of

action. The results of his experience all tend to establish the

important principle that, by sowing nothing but the seeds of the

best perennial grasses and clovers, those serious fallings off m pro-
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duction after three or four years which are so generally complained

of may be avoided, and the new pastures be made to go on

increasing rather than diminishing in their annual yields of

produce.

Mr. Faunce de Laune, in the article referred to, stated the mixture

of grass seeds usually employed by him for all but his very thinnest

soils, some of -which are very close to the chalk. He sows in less

quantities per acre the following kinds in similar proportions

still, and recommended the mixture for all good and medium soils :

Foxtail, 101b. ;
cocksfoot, 71b. ; catstail, 31b. ; meadow fescue, 61b.

;

tall fescue, 31b. ; crested dogstail, 21b.
;
rough meadow grass, Hlb.

;

hard fescue and sheep's fescue, lib. of each ;
florin, Hlb. ; and lib.

each of yarrow, perennial red clover, cow grass, alsike and Dutch

clover. This, it will be observed, gave as the total quantity to

be employed 411b., the cost of which was estimated to be about 21.

On his soils near the chalk he sowed the following : Cocksfoot, 141b.

;

catstail, 31b. ; meadow fescue, 21b. ; crested dogstail, 51b. ; hard

fescue, 41b.
;

sheep's fescue, 41b.
;
yarrow, 21b. ; and lib. each of

golden oat grass, perennial red clover, alsike, and Dutch clover,

amounting in the whole to 381b., estimated to cost 38s. There is a

third and different mixture, which Mr. Faunce de Laune recom-

mended for wet soils. It had foxtail reduced to 41b., cocksfoot

increased to 101b., the meadow fescue reduced to 21b., the tall

fescue increased to 81b., the sheep's fescue entirely omitted, and all

the others remaining very nearly the same, the quantity of seed

being 401b., at an estimated cost of 11. 17s. 9$d.

While paying attention to the new teaching on this subject by

Mr. Faunce de Laune, it seems desirable to compare the mixtures

of grasses which he considers proper to be cultivated with those

previously held in favour. A valuable publication on the subject,

which is very widely known among the agricultural public, is

the illustrated treatise by Mr. Martin J. Sutton, the managing

partner of the great Beading seed house, enlarged and adapted to

present times from the essay by his esteemed father, written by

special request of the late Philip Pusey, and published in volume

22 of the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal. The varieties of

grasses mentioned by Mr. Sutton as eligible for cultivation on one

soil or another are 33, but the whole are not brought into use in

every case. Thus, the respective numbers of varieties recom-

mended are : On stiff clays, 19 ; on stiff or heavy loams, 22
;
on

loams of medium texture, 25 ; on light sandy soils, 25 ;
on sheep

gravels, 25; on chalky uplands, 25; on sheep downs, 22; for
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water meadows, sixteen. Mr. Faunce de Laivne makes only three

classifications of soils in Ms paper, and the largest number of

varieties lie would have cultivated only amounts to fifteen ; so that,

in the opinion of Mr. Martin J. Sutton, there are a number of

valuable grasses which should be included in a mixture for per-

manent pasture which Mr. Faunce de Laune would prefer to dis-

pense with.

The inquiry may possibly be helped by pointing out what these

are. Fifteen varieties appear in Mr. Faunce de Laune's mixture

for good or medium soils, and, comparing them with the twenty-

two kinds of grasses prescribed by Mr. Sutton for heavy loams,

it will be found that the following are omitted by the former, but

adopted by the latter : Anthoxanthum odoratum, or sweet vernal

;

Festuca tenuifolia, or fine-leaved fescue ; Festuca loliacea, or

darnel-leaved fescue ; Sutton's perennial rye grass, Pacey's peren-

nial rye grass, Evergreen rye grass ; Poa pratensis, or smooth-

stalked meadow grass ; Poa nemoralis, or wood meadow grass

;

Poa aquatica, or water meadow grass
;

Medicago lupulina, or

yellow trefoil. These it will be seen are ten in number ; but

sheep fescue, golden oat grass, and milfoil or yarrow, which

Mr. Faunce de Laune includes in his list, are not in Mr. Martin

Sutton's for heavy loams, although two apjiear in his category for

light loams. It should also be remarked that of the above omitted

by Mr. Faunce de Laune, but adopted by Mr. Martin Sutton,

Pacey's perennial rye grass is recommended to be used largely,

and all the following moderately : Darnel-leaved fescue, Sutton's

perennial rye grass, the evergreen rye grass.

The twenty-five varieties contained in Mr. Martin Sutton's list for

medium loams contain thirteen not in Mr. Faunce de Laune's list,

and these, besides the three rye grasses already mentioned, are

sweet vernal, various-leaved fescue, red fescue, fine-leaved fescue,

darnel-leaved fescue, smooth-stalked meadow grass, wood meadow
grass, evergreen meadow grass, yellow trefoil, and yellow suckling

clover. On the other hand, florin, yellow oat grass, and tall

fescue, employed by Mr. Faunce de Laune, are not catalogued by

Mr. Martin Sutton. The latter authority recommends Sutton's

perennial rye grass to be used largely, and the following mode-
rately : Pacey's rye grass, sweet vernal, various-leaved fescue, red

fescue, smooth-stalked meadow grass, wood meadow grass, and
yellow trefoil, none of which, it will be observed, appear in

Mr. Faunce de Laune's list at all.

Of these grasses, appreciated so differently, the three rye grasses
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may be for the time being dismissed from consideration, with the

remark that, whereas Mr. Sutton considers them calculated to be

pre-eminently productive, and to last a great many years in the

land if not allowed to run to seed, Mr. Faunce de Laune considers

any form of rye grass to be most objectionable. Still, leaving

these, there remain a rather large number to make inquiry about,

why they should in the one case be highly estimated, and in the

other thrown over ? Taking sweet-scented vernal first, Mr. Martin

Sutton, while admitting that it is inferior in productiveness to fox-

tail or cocksfoot, says :
" To the presence of this grass our summer

hay-fields owe so much of their fragrance, that it should be

included in all mixtures for permanent meadow or hay." Mr.

Faunce de Laune, on the contrary, says :
" There are two other

grasses which can hardly be classed as bad or good, and which arc

probably found in sufficient quantities amongst seed without

especially sowing ; these are sweet vernal and tall oat grass."

Taking the Festucas next, Mr. Faunce de Laune is silent about

the merits or demerits of those he does not cultivate, but Mr. Martin

Sutton affords information about one and all of them. Festuca

loliacea, or darnel-leaved, he styles " a very valuable variety,

especially adapted to marshy soils, irrigated meadows, and rich

river flats." Of various-leaved fescue he says, " It is particularly

suited to pastures on account of its large bulb of herbage, but it

produces little feed the same season after mowing." Of fine-

leaved fescue, " It is exceedingly useful in pastures, as it improves

the quality of the herbage, and gives a fine appearance to the

hay;" and red fescue is considered " specially valuable, on

account of its suitability for loose, light, dry soils, and for its

endurance throughout severe droughts."

Of the Poa family, Mr. Faunce de Laune chooses to have to do

with but one, and that he only admits under protest, for he says :

" The Poas are a numerous genus, the most valuable of which is

rough meadow grass, a useful kind when mixed with others ; but I

consider it of second-rate quality, because, so far as my observation

goes, it only grows well in years very favourable to the growth of

other grasses, and when there is, consequently, an abundance of

others superior to it." Mr. Martin Sutton, however, much

approves of Poa pratensis, or smooth-stalked meadow grass, and

says :
" Although not so valuable as Poa trivialis, yet, on account

of its unusual earliness and great productiveness at a period of

the season when other grasses are comparatively dormant, it shoidd

be included in most permanent pasture mixtures." Poa nemoralis,
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or wood meadow grass, Mr. Sutton would include in both heavy

and light loam mixtures, but in the latter especially, and says, " It

is a valuable variety, and should be included in most permanent

pasture mixtures, as it produces a thicker growth than either P.

pratensis or P. trivialis." Poa aquatiea is best adapted for water

meadows, but Mr. Martin Sutton would include a small quantity

in a mixture for heavy loams, and says, " it may be cut three or

four times a year before the plant is in flower, and produces an

immense quantity of herbage on soils which will not grow other

varieties of grass." On the contrary, he would exclude Poa
nemoralis sernpervirens, or evergreen meadow grass, from a heavy

loam, but include it in a seed mixture for a lighter loam, and

remarks :
" Its great recommendation is its perjietual greenness

and remarkable dwarf, close-growing habit. . . . The fact of

its succeeding well under the shade of trees considerably enhances

its value."

The yellow trefoil and the yellow suckling clover are the only

other varieties which Mr. Martin Sutton appears to appreciate but

Mr. Faunce de Laune has nothing to do with. Of the former

(Medicago lupulina) Mr. Sutton observes :
" It is very productive,

and grows with great rapidity, especially when indigenous to the

soil, which it often is. It is an excellent fodder plant with other

clovers, but should not be used alone." Trifolium minus, or

yellow suckling clover, he considers best adapted for gravelly soils

and dry rocky places. As for Avena fiavescens, or golden oat

grass, which Mr. Faunce de Laune considers an eligible grass for

good soils, but Mr. Martin Sutton does not admit into his mixture

for loams, it may be well to quote what both authorities remark
in respect to it. The former observes :

" Golden oat grass is found

frequently in good pastures. I once sowed it largely, but I have

noticed that sheep eat all the superior grasses in preference. I

therefore do not now sow this grass, except on dry banks."

Such being the case, it seems strange that Mr. Paunoe de Laune
should have included it in his mixture for the best lands.

Mr. Martin Sutton observes that "this grass should form a portion

of all permanent pasture mixtures on light and calcareous soils, on
which it especially thrives ;" also that " it affords sweet hay, comes
very early, and yields a considerable bulk of fine herbage, and
after the grass is cut for hay a large aftermath is produced." The
conclusion is obvious

;
although a tolerably good grass, it is only

fit for light soils.

Both authorities have prescriptions for chalk soils ; but in
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laying them down to pasture, Mr. Faunce de Laune would only

employ eleven varieties, in the following proportions : 141b. of

cocksfoot, 51b. of crested dogstail, 41b. each of tall fescue and

sheep's fescue, 31b. of catstail, 21b. each of meadow fescue and

yarrow, and lib. each of golden oat grass and of the three

perennial clovers, red, white, and alsike. Mr. Martin Sutton

would sow as many as twenty-five kinds of seed.

The leading principle of Mr. Faunce deLaune's reformed method

of seeding undoubtedly is, that in laying down land to grass none

but the seeds of strictly perennial plants should be sown. The

entire family of rye grasses, even those such as Pacey's, which

claim to possess a kind of semi-perennial longevity, he considers

absolutely poisonous to good land, and has almost as great an

abhorrence of as the Yorkshire farmer has of fog grass, Holcus

lanatus. This is of course entirely in opposition to most pre-

existing notions, it having always been considered proper that a

considerable proportion of either Italian, Pacey's, or some other

kind of rye grass should be included in a seed mixture for per-

manent pasture to afford quick and abundant production in the

first two or three years; while a decline in yielding power is

considered only possible to be prevented by high manuring or high

feeding, causing the perennials to tiller out and fill up the vacant

spaces left by the annuals as the latter die out. But would it not

be far better to sow all perennials at first, especially as, according

to Mr. Faunce de Laune's experience, it is possible by growing the

mixture of grasses he recommends, to obtain even in the earliest

years quite as heavy crops as when rye grass is included ?

Mr. Paunce de Laune's antipathy to the rye grass family is by

uo means singular. I have met with many a good man strongly

impressed with the same feeling, imbibed from personal observa-

tion and experience, apparently without prejudice. Mr. Morgan

Evans's paper in the Eoyal Agricultural Society's Journal for

1875 contains the following from Mr. John Hemsley, Shelton,

Newark, describing the method of the latter in laying down a good

clay loam, well drained, to grass. Mr. Hemsley says: "I drilled

from 161b. to 201b. of lucerne, 13in. to 14in. apart in the rows, and

then sowed broadcast grass seeds suited to the soil, avoiding, how-

ever, too much perennial rye grass, and leaving out entirely the

Italian. In fact, white clover and cocksfoot formed a large portion

of my mixture." I quote this as showing an evident bias on the

part of a practical farmer to the system of curtailing varieties in

the seed mixture, and dispensing to a great extent with rye grass,
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before Mr. Faunce de Laune had formed the conclusions on which
his papers in the Journal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society are
based. Btit, on the other hand, there are quite a legion of good
men that have made their mark, who have not only been accus-
tomed to sow the rye grasses in profusion, but much more bulky
and elaborate mixtures even than those recommended by Messrs.
Sutton and Sons, Messrs. Webb and Sons, Messrs. Carter and
Co., &c. The late Mr. Carrington, in his able paper on the
subject, stated that he had seeded a six-acre field in the spring of

1874 with the following mixture : Meadow foxtail, 121b. ; cocks-
foot, 181b. ; hard fescue, 61b. ; meadow fescue, 121b. ; tall fescue,

61b. ; Italian rye grass, 241b.
;
Pacey's perennial rye grass, 481b.

;

crested dogstail, 61b.; Poa nemoralis, 121b.; Poa trivialis, 91b.;

timothy, 91b.; trefoil, 121b.; rib grass, 61b. ; cow grass, 181b.

;

white clover, 181b.
;
Alsike, 121b.

;
making a total of 2281b. for the

six acres, or 381b. per acre. This quantity is not widely different

from that first prescribed by Mr. Faunce de Laune ; and it will be
observed that not many more kinds were employed, only Mr.
Carrington sowed 81b. of Pacey's rye grass and 41b. of Italian per
acre, and nothing like so much cocksfoot or foxtail. Mr. Caning-
ton's seed mixture derives importance from his having been
tolerably successful in avoiding the evil of semi-barrenness referred

to above, usually suffered during a long period after the third year.

But he attributed this success himself to the extensive applications

he made of artificial manure to his young pastures, and a rather
lavish consumption of cotton cake. He says, in the Eoyal Agri-
cultural Society's Journal for 1879 :

" In my experience, the most
economical way of making new turf productive, or of sweetening
and increasing the produce of poor, coarse old pastures, is by com-
bining the application of occasional light top dressings of nitrate

of soda and superphosphate, or Peruvian guano, with the con-
sumption on the land of feeding stuffs of high manurial value."

Even Mr. Carrington, however, was evidently under the impres-
sion that the power of arresting the evil is only limited, for in

another place he says :
" Even with the best plant of seeds, there

is, after the first two or three years, a diminution of produce, and
considerable time is required before the turf is fully estabhshed.
It is only by repeated liberal applications of manure that such
land " (poor and stony) " can be made into productive turf."

The rye grass family of grasses is truly the one which depends
most on high manuring for vigorous development, chiefly on
t-ccount of the spreading habit of the roots of its plants in keeping
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near the surface rather than striking down deep. Yet, strange to
say, the produce of rye grass has nothing like the nutritive pro-
perties of cocksfoot and the other meadow grasses mentioned
above as being chiefly adopted at Sharsted Court. This appears to
have been well known to George Sinclair when he wrote his grand
work on the grasses early in the present century, as he says therein

:

" Let the produce and nutritive powers of rye grass be compared
with those of the cocksfoot grass, and it will be found inferior in
the proportion of nearly 5 to 18, and also inferior to meadow
foxtail in the proportion of 5 to 12, and inferior to the meadow
fescue in the proportion of 5 to 17." Bearing this in mind, and
considering that the three grasses named have been as well known
to advanced agriculturists as rye grass for such a great number of
years, it does seem strange that the alleged perennial varieties of
rye grass should be allowed to enter so prominently into seed mix-
tures for permanent pastures at the present day." Even Arthur
Young, in his " Calendar," treating on the laying down of land to
grass, recommends for a clay soil the following mixtures: Cow
grass, 51b.

;
trefoil, 51b.

;
dogstail, 101b.

j
fescue, 1 bushel ; foxtail,

1 bushel. For a loam, he would substitute white clover for the
cow grass, omit trefoil, preserve the same quantity of dogstail, with
3 pecks of fescue and the same quantity of foxtail, adding 1 peck
of ray and 2 pecks of yarrow. His recipe for sandy soils was

:

white clover fib.
;

trefoil, 51b. ; burnet 61b.
;
ray, 1 peck

;
yarrow,

1 bushel. Although cocksfoot is not mentioned in the above lists,

Arthur Young introduces it in another, and states that, if the land
is intended for sheep, " it is not an object of great consequence to
sow only the finer grasses, as close feeding, after the first year, will

make any grass fine, sweet, and productive." He adds :
" I have

laid down above 200 acres, chiefly for sheep, and stocked the fields

so early in spring and so thickly as just to keep down the seed
stems. The cocksfoot, oat grass, and Yorkshire white, with this

management, have proved sweet feeding grasses, not at all rejected
even in fields where the flock had a choice." Moreover, for alter-

nate husbandry, Arthur Young's recipe was a mixture of cocksfoot,
timothy, Yorkshire white, white clover, and a small quantity of
trefoil.

The rye grasses in existence at the commencement of the century
were probably of a much lower order than those we have at
present, which will no doubt partly account both for Sinclair's
low estimate of their utility and Arthur Young's making no greater
mention of them. Italian rye grass had not then been introduced,
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and the improved perennials, such as Pacey's, the Evergreen, and

Sutton's Perennial, were wanting. There can be little doubt that

the former, not having any claims to perennial character, ought

carefully to be excluded from all seed mixtures for permanent pas-

ture. The latter three are claimed by all our leading seedsmen to

be true perennials, but Mr. Faunee de Laune believes that their

plants rapidly die out if they chance to produce seed spikelets, and

that their preservation over four or five years is entirely owing to

the grass being mown or fed off by sheep in successive years before

maturity has been arrived at.

Sinclair certainly had a very low opinion of rye-grass, hi com-

parison with some of the other superior meadow grasses. He says

in one part of his great work :
" There has been much difference of

opinion respecting the merits and comparative value of ray grass.

It produces an abundance of seed, which is easily collected and

readily vegetates on most kinds of soil under circumstances of

different management. It soon arrives at perfection, and produces

in its first years of growth a supply of early herbage, which is much

liked by cattle. These merits, no doubt, have upheld it until the

present day in practice, and will probably for some years to come

continue it a favourite grass with many farmers ;
but the latter-

math of ray grass is veiy inconsiderable, and the plant impoverishes

the land in a great degree if the culms, which are invariably left

untouched by cattle, are not cut before the seed advances towards

perfection. When this is neglected, the field after midsummer

exhibits only a brown surface of withered straws. Eay grass is

but a short-lived plant, seldom continuing more than six years in

possession of the soil ; but is continued by its property of

ripening an abundance of seed, which is but little molested by

birds, and suffered to fall and vegetate."

The report of Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert in vol. 20, 1st series,

of the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, on their experi-

ments^ with different manures on pasture lands, contains the

following :
" The general result in regard to the amount of rye

grass in flowering and seeding stem, according to manure, is as

follows : The proportion of it in the general produce was consider-

ably increased by mixed mineral manures alone, by those and the

smaller amounts of ammoniacal salts, and by the farmyard manure

alone. On the other hand, its proportion was diminished whenever

the ammoniacal salts were used in relative excess; When the

ammoniacal salts were used alone, the proportion of graminaceous

leaf and undeveloped stem was very high. When those salts were
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used in excessive amount with the mineral manures, the pro-
portion of other grasses and the woolly, soft grass and cocksfoot
predominated over that of the rye grass, and when the ammoniacal
salts were used in addition to farm-yard manure, three other plants

—woolly soft grass, tall oat grass, and smooth-stalked meadow
grass—seemed to gain upon the rye grass in degree of luxuriance."

Sinclair states that for the superiority of cocksfoot over rye
grass, as proved by the extensive cultivation of it, the agricultural
world was first indebted to Coke, Earl of Leicester, who carried on
large experiments on the point at Holkham. Some of Sinclair's

remarks on others of the grasses mentioned above are well worthy
being cpuoted. For instance, in respect to foxtail, he says : " It is the
principal grass in all rich natural pastures, and, therefore, in laying

down permanent pastures, it should always form one-eighth of any
mixture of seeds used for that purpose. Its merits demand this

preference, whether with respect to early growth, produce, nutri-

tive qualities, or permanency." He, however, remarks elsewhere

respecting foxtail :
" This grass, under the best management, does

not attain its full perfection till it is four years from the seed,

hence it is inferior to cocksfoot for the purpose of alternate crop-

ping. The herbage, however, contains more nutritive matter than
that of cocksfoot, though the weight of grass produced in one
season is considerably less." Sinclair considered Poa pratensis an
inferior grass, observing :

" Its strong, creeping roots exhaust the
soil. Its growth, after mowing, is slow, and its spring growth,
though early, is inconsiderable." He relates an interesting fact,

proving the inferiority of sweet-scented vernal grass. One-half of

a large field was laid down with this grass and white clover, and
the other half with foxtail and red clover. The sheep would not
touch the former, but kept constantly on the moiety of the field

which had the foxtail.
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CHAPTER IV.

SUCCESS OF MR. PAUNCE DE LAME IN PREVENTING

DETERIORATION OF NEW PASTURES.

The assertion admits of ready proof, that there is no " example

farm" of greater importance to the entire agricultural community,
not only of our own country, but the world, than that of Mr.
Faunce de Laune, 'near Sittingbourne, in Kent, for a difficulty

which has puzzled well-nigh everybody has there been successfully

grappled with and overcome. This is the laying down of arable

land to grass and the formation of new j)astures, without entailing

a serious decline in production. Before Mr. Faunce do Laune
made his experiments, everyone complained that it took half a

lifetime to make a new pasture. Mr. Faunce de Laune proclaims

that his experience is quite the reverse of this. The doctrine has

commonly been held that it is an impossibility, after sowing down,
to prevent the new grass lands from declining very much at the

end of the third or fourth year, after which they yield only scant

herbage for a considerable length of time. The new pastures at

Sharstead Court and the farms attached thereto, however, appear

to go on jtroducing with an accelerated progressive power, which
increases even at the critical period of the third, fourth, and fifth

years
;
and, as some of them are still older, and yet manifest no

signs of declining fertility, no other conclusion appears possible to

be arrived at than that Mr. Faunce de Laune has discovered a

system of forming young pastures entirely exempt from the evil

above referred to.

He makes no secret of what his system is. He asserts that the

evil, although so wide-spread and general, is almost entirely

attributable to bad seeding. New pastures, he thinks, have

hitherto been laid down on the wrong principle by a large propor-

tion of seeds being obtained in mixtures for the purpose, which

raise annual and biennial plants, instead of those of a true

perennial character. He is scrupulously particular in seeding for

those meadow grasses and clovers'- of whose perennial character
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there cannot be the slightest doubt, which he considers the true

reason why his grass fields go on increasing in productiveness,

instead of declining during their third, fourth, fifth, and subse-

quent years.

Mr. Morgan Evans, in his paper published in the Eoyal

Agricultural Society's Journal, alluding to the general loss of

productiveness in new pastures, says :
" Although heavy crops of

grass are raised for the first two years when the operation is

properly conducted, there appears to be a general agreement

that in the third and fourth years there is a considerable falling

oif, just when the artificial grasses are giving way and dying out,

and before the natural grasses indigenous to the soil have become

thoroughly established. The benefit to be derived does not

usually set in until the sixth or seventb year ; that is, if we
consider the first two years as only so much artificial grass as might

be obtained in the usual way in a rotation of crops." Some of

Mr. Evans's correspondents go much farther, one of them, Mr.

Peter Purvis, affirming, " it will take a lifetime to make good

old pasture out of arable land, and at such an expense as no

tenant, even upon an ordinary lease, would entertain." Mr.

James Howard, too, in a paper of his own on results at Clapham
Park in laying down to grass, published in the Eoyal Agricultural

Society's Journal for 1880, states :
" My experience corresponded

with that of most others who have pursued the same coiu-se. The
grasses began to fail about the third or fourth year, although

manure was from time to time applied, and no sheep depastured

upon the field. Several years elapsed before much progress was

made towards the establishment of a turf. To the best of my
remembrance, it was not until about the tenth year that the

grasses were well established. For at least seven years the field

was not worth half the rental, the grass it produced not being

sufficient to support the few young horned stock turned out upon

it, cake or other extraneous food being a necessity. The conclusion

I came to was, that much truth was expressed in the old Suffolk

couplet

:

To break a pasture will make a man,
To make a pasture will break a man."

Mr. Paunce de Laurie's experience is as different from this as

anything can possibly be. His best pastures are atEushett Farm,

about a mile from the mansion and home park, and the land there

is no doubt a tolerably good loam ; but anything more luxuriant

than the rich, deep verdure of the carpet presented to view at the
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latter part of May, 1883, 1 have never seen. It made me quite

despise the far-famed Somerset marshes on inspecting them a few

days later, the difference being simply this, that there were appa-

rently no weeds or inferior grasses whatever, and yet a thickness

of sward comparable to, and to my eye very little different from,

the oldest turf. I was told on inquiry that Kushett Farm was

taken in hand about five years earlier, and that the pastures I so

much admired were sown in 1879. Consequently they ought,

according to the general course of things so graphically described

by Mr. James Howard, to have been giving out and yielding next

to nothing. But, instead of this, they had improved in productive-

ness ever since being laid down, and looked likely enough to go on

improving more and more for any number of years, so long as the

high-feeding system is continued of consuming on them continually

prodigious quantities of artificial food. Not until I walked over

the fields contiguous to the homestead at Eushett Farm did I com-

prehend fully how very successful Mr. Faunce de Laune's system

had been. When I inspected his pastures the previous August,

notwithstanding that the fields were full of sheep, the stalks of

the grasses were knee-high, but turned yellow and crowned with seed

heads. Although the features of interest unfolded were then very

striking, they were calculated to convey no truthful impression of

the actual teeming wealth which made itself so vividly apparent in

May. In respect to deep rich verdure and rapid growth, it was

just like Italian rye grass gluttoning on soil which had been

immersed in sewage. But, although the cocksfoot appeared as

rank as anything possibly could be, there were plenty of the finer

grasses in such close embrace with the stouter stalks and with one

another, that the turf had a perfectly matted and thick appearance.

After visiting Sharsted Court in August, 1882, a report written

by me appeared in the Field, from which the following is an

extract :
" There is a piece of land—one of the poorest on the

estate—which was seeded down four years ago on the new system,

and on walking over it, and admiring the thick mass of vigorous

growing herbage, I was assured that it had been feeding sixteen

sheep to the acre from the middle of March to within a fortnight

of |tne present period. In fact, although 1200 Kent ewes were

lambed last winter, and fully as many as five sheep to the acre

have been kept to the total acreage of pasture land, it has been

found impossible to keep down the grass, which is now not only

thick, but high almost everywhere over the farm, and yielding an

abundant crop of seed. As many as 2000 Kent ewes will be
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lambed down next year. All the neighbouring practical farmers

told Mr. Faunce de Laime that he had too many sheep for the

extent of pasturage before ; but their calculations were based on

the old type of grass-growing, and even the experimentor

himself oovdd scarcely have anticipated results of such a mar-

vellous nature to follow the adoption of the new way of doing

things."

Sheep appear to bo very fond of grass seeds when of the best

varieties. They pick out the heads of some plants in preference

to others soon after they have flowered ; others they reject until

the seed is thoroughly ripe, and then devour the heads ; but

inferior grasses never have their tops plucked off unless the

animals are driven to it by sheer hunger. Hence seems the true

cause why pastures not of the improved pattern so rapidly

deteriorate. The worst grasses are alone permitted by the stock

to shed their seeds
;
consequently the correct deduction appears

to be that no inferior grasses whatever ought to be cultivated.

Mr. Faunce de Laune not only experiences this advantage very

fully in cultivating cocksfoot, foxtail, timothy, meadow fescue, and

tall fescue as his principal grasses, but finds that his sheep will

readily devour in winter the dry stalks of those plants left over

from the summer and autumn feedings. When I inspected the

Sharsted pastures in August, 1882, almost every field was thickly

burdened with dry grass, and a large number of women were

employed in harvesting seed-heads from it. I naturally inferred

that it would have been better had this grass been converted into

hay, and told Mr. Faunce de Laune so, but he assured me that his

flock would clear off the whole before spring ; and so it proved,

for when I paid my second visit in the subsequent May month, not

a vestige of the crop of the former year was to be detected. Thus,

it appears that, by cultivating chiefly the five coarse grasses

enumerated above, the costs and labour of hay-making may be

dispensed with. In March, 1884, I had another opportunity of

going over the Sharsted pastures, and was able then better than in

the previous May to become convinced that the flock may be

depended on for making a complete clearance of anything left over

in the shape of dry stalks if only these valuable plants are culti-

vated. Subjoined is an extract from what I wrote and had pub-

lished in the Field on this occasion :

"I have made three visits to Sharsted Court and its pastures,

the first in the autumn of 1882, when there was a most abundant

produce of tall dry grass in almost every field, but which Mr.
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Faunce de Laune assured me his flock would clear off completely

during the ensuing months and throughout winter. Last year my
visit was paid at the latter end of May, when I was amazed at the

freshness of growth the fields presented to view, as well as at their

luxuriant wealth. About a week since I paid a third visit, and

found them comparatively bare of grass, there having been sheep

feeding in the fields generally throughout the winter and spring.

Every period of the year has its peculiar advantages for inspecting

new grass fields of this nature, and the absence of crop on the

latter occasion allowed a better observation as to the thickness of

the herbage. As Mr. Faunce de Laune employs only small quanti-

ties of what are termed the finer grasses, it might be supposed

that great thickness of sward would scarcely be a feature in his

fields. But there seemed nothing to complain of in this respect,

attributable perhaps to the great extent to which he incorporates

meadow fescue, which fills up interstices between other grasses

almost to the same extent as finer grasses of less value have the

habit of doing. Mr. Faunce de Laune does, however, also employ

a few of the better sorts of the finer grasses, such as crested dogs-

tail, hard fescue, sheep's fescue, and florin, with yarrow, combining

their seed with his mixtures in about half the quantity he con-

siders to be required for his four leading grasses."

When Mr. Morgan Evans states that the decline in pastures

after the third year is attributable to the artificial grasses dying

out, and there being nothing to take their place until the

indigenous grasses of the soil develop themselves sufficiently to

form a thick turf, he depicts with tolerable correctness the state of

things which occurs in the great majority of instances. But Mr.

Faunce de Laune says truly enough that this ought not to be

;

that the artificial grasses of the kind alluded to ought never to be

sown, but pure perennial varieties instead, that would never give

out if sufficiently fed with plant food and that, so far from the

indigenous grasses of the soil being relied on to form the turf, this

ought never to be permitted ; but that far more valuable grasses

should be so fostered that those natural to the soil would not have

the slightest chance of development.

Now, all our leading seedsmen, accustomed to issue manuals of

instruction on the subject, would be ready to agree with Mr.

Faunce de Laune so far ; for if the ultimate aim is to have a turf

composed of the indigenous grasses of the soil, of what use can it

be to sow the best kinds of meadow grasses ? The difference

between his practice and their teachings lies chiefly in his discard-
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ment of certain varieties, which they consider economical and
necessary for use in a seed mixture for permanent pasture, and
especially certain lr ambers of the rye grass family, which they
deem to be perenni ,1s, but he distinctly declares to be only of the
biennial order.

There are weeo'a everywhere in old pastures, and Mr. Faunce de
Laune's spacious park of 50 acres, surrounding his fine old
mansion at Shr rsted Court, although picturesque enough with its
beautiful tree i, is full of them, daisies infesting the ground to an
extent which shows that the land thereabout is not of high natural
fertility—it being well known to experienced farmers that there is
no surer sign of soil poverty than an abundant crop of daisies,
except it be of cowslips, which are far worse, although " the pretty
cow" in our nursery rhymes was told to feed on them. The
natural inference to be drawn, then, seems to be, that if Mr.
Paunce de Laune can succeed in forming "good turf" on such a
soil, having the two necessary conditions of thickness of sward and
prime quality herbage, the accomplishment is one of which any
agriculturist may well be proud. Well, very contiguous to the
park lies some 50 acres of the same natural character, most of
which was sown down in 1877. The grasses appear full of
luxuriant growth, the finer ones showing the same disposition to
intertwine their roots around those of the stouter cocksfoot plants,
and push themselves up, so as to fill every interstice. One
portion, consisting of from 12 to 14 acres, carried 5 sheep to the
acre during the two months of March and April, 1883, which a
failing pasture would scarcely do. However, there are no failing
pastures on the farms surrounding Sharsted Court, which Mr!
Paunce de Laune holds in his own hands, although the greater
part of them have been down since 1877 and 1878, and some much
longer.

The success of Mr. Paunce de Laune has been fully admitted bv
all who have inspected his pastures, and the evidence of Mr. E. H.
Elliott, of Clifton Park, Kelso, may be specially referred to, who,
in a lecture to the Border Union Agricultural Society a short time
since, made special allusion to a critical examination he had made
of them, and confidently asserted that the reality fully bore out
Mr. Paunce de Laune's writings. The grasses were mostly in the
fourth and fifth year, and showed no signs of falling off, but were
keeping nine sheep and lambs per acre. The crop was so luxurious
that in some fields the sheep were hidden, and the sheep appeared
healthy and contented with their lot.

D
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Mr. Elliott, who is a practical farmer, has adopted Mr. Faunce

de Laune's system in its entirety, and strongly recommends it to

others for good and medium class soils. He would only add to the

Sharsted mixture Poa nemoralis (wood meadow grass), from its

heing a very early grass ; and for damp situations and imperfectly-

drained land Poa aquatica (reedy sweet grass).

One particular field on Mr. Faunce de Laune's farm shows the

superiority of his new system in very clear lines, for all over the

better portion of it the land was laid down with a certain pro-

portion of rye grass by accident. Here there is a very perceptible

falling-off in the appearance of the sward, which alters imme-

diately on the spot being arrived at where the seeding down was

according to the new pattern, the difference being so distinct that it

can be seen from afar. There is also another small portion of

about a couple of acres in extent where the natural herbage of the

district has been allowed to predominate ; but none of the sheep

ever remain long on either this or the rye grass land section if

they can help it. Besides which they are always remarkably

healthy on the pastures of the new pattern, never being found

purging, or showing signs of their food disagreeing with them.

Then, again, as to high proof, old sheep and young rams, hoggets,

and lambs, all alike seem very thickly coated with flesh on their

portly frames.
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CHAPTER V.

DROUGHT-RESISTING PLANTS ADAPTED FOR
GRASSING PARTICULAR SOILS.

Some few years since most of our leading seedsmen preferred to
cater for all the different soils in their grass seed mixtures, and
as they founded their prescriptions on the geological character of
the rocks on which the soils rested, their varieties were exceed-
ingly profuse. But all who have given attentive consideration to
the subject must be aware that a great many soils are only slightly
and some not at all, influenced by the under strata which give
their denomination in the Ordnance surveys. Consequently
although it is perfectly true that the natural flora of a great many
districts is very much affected by geological influences, it is not so
universally, and no safe rule can be laid down for the classification
of grass seed mixtures according to the eeologv of soils.

Far better appears to be the arrangement of having one principal
mixture for the grass plants best adapted for deep fertile loams
and medium class soils, and deviating therefrom in those three or
four instances in which the land is very heavy or light, shaded by
trees, wet, or intended for a watered meadow. The best varieties
of grasses to be sought after have already been pointed out, but it
would be necessary to alter their proportions somewhat when
either the character of the soil itself, or its geographical circum-
stances, are extraordinary in character.

In the first place, it is only reasonable to conclude that a very
considerable deviation ought to be made in the case of lands liable
to suffer from drought. Some grasses send their roots down much
deeper than others, and these it will be found are the most
drought-resisting. Of this class are lucerne and sainfoin, and it
appears that tall fescue (Pestuca elatior) must be numbered among
them. In the provinces of the Argentine Republic, bordering on
the Cordilleras of the Andes, the only cultivated grass for cattle is
alfalfa, or lucerne, and the country is subject to great droughts,
some parts having no rain for years, and requiring all the culti-

d 2
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vation to be by irrigation. Mr. J. Blarney, -who resides there, in

a letter to the Field, writes :
" Last year, having to replant a

vineyard which was full of this grass, I had to dig pits and clean

off any alfalfa, &c, which might be in the way. We found their

roots six to eight feet long, and as big round as a man's arm. In

fact, we find here the drought kills vines and other trees, but never

the alfalfa when it is once established firmly in the ground. In

this province it does better than in our neighbouring province of

Tucuman. There, owing to the soil being saturated with moisture,

it does not generally endure more than a few years, whereas with

us it lives as long an oat."

Pacts such as the above naturally lead to the inference that

lucerne ought to be included in the list of grass mixtures when

seeding down lands liable to be burnt up in summer. Some have

raised doubts as to its power to hold its own in the battle of the

meadow when required to produce in fellowship with other plants

and grasses. But no actual testimony appears to have been

afforded of this being the case ; while, on the other hand,

Mr. Faunce de Laune, in an experiment on a small scale bearing

directly on this point, has, after three or four years' trial, found

lucerne to hold its place well and produce luxuriously in con-

junction with some of the coarser good grasses. Jethro Tull, it is

true, maintained that by lucerne being grown in drills, with

intervals wide enough to be horse-hoed, a better crop of it might

be raised than in any other way, but this method has never been

much adopted or sanctioned by practical men. But even although

it could be proved that lucerne answers best as a tillage plant, it

does not follow that it would fail to succeed in companionship with

grasses in a state of permanent pasture.

Mr. Faunce de Laune, in the arid summer of 1884, which caused

uplands in the southern and eastern counties very generally to be

bare of grass, made a discovery of an invaluable nature respecting

the drought-resisting properties of tall fescue ,(Festuca elatior),

which, according to all seed catalogues, is recommended for wet

and heavy clay soils, but up to the period stated had never been

deemed well adapted for dry soils subject to drought. His new

pastures on the chalk, where the land is poorest, and more of the

minor grasses were sown, was very much burnt up even the latter

part of July, for the abundant rains which had been falling for

two or three weeks previously almost everywhere else had failed to

come here, owing probably to the attractive force of the not distant

English Channel in drawing off the clouds. But on the whitened
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surface of these pastures there were a few green spots to be

detected here and there, like oases in a desert, and, critically

examined, although eaten down almost close to the ground, they dis-

played vigorous branchings of single plants which had stood the

drought, and these Mr. Faunce de Laune pronounced one and all to

be tall fescue—a few seeds of which must have been originally inter-

mixed, as an accidental circumstance, into what had been sown, or

had been brought there by birds or in some other way. There
were only a very few of these green specks, but the plants pro-

ducing them were all the same, unless the almost equally verdant hue
of yarrow be considered worthy of note by way of exception. Mr.
Faunce de Laune stated that, when he first made the discovery, he

could scarcely believe his own senses, or rather correct discernment,

inasmuch as tall fescue had always been considered best adapted

for wet soils—the reason why he had previously left it out of his

seeding on the thinnest part of his land, where the chalk is near

the surface, and the herbage liable to be burnt up. However,
according to this new evidence, it appears reasonable to suppose

that tall fescue ought chiefly to be adopted for such soils, the

reason probably being that it sends its roots deeper down than

most of the other grasses, and is consequently able to stand the

drought by tapping moisture from nether strata.

If the deep-rootedness of tall fescue should be considered the

cause of the phenomenon, will it not be the correct thing in future

to sow only the seed of those grasses and plants which similarly go

far down in search of moisture and nutriment on those soils which

are peculiarly liable to be burnt up in summer ? If so, all our

seeding prescriptions for such soils will have to undergo revision
;

and possibly it may be deemed best only to grow a single variety,

instead of the considerable mixture hitherto deemed so necessary.

Occupiers of thin chalk soils already adojit this principle in sowing

down extensively to sainfoin
;
but, although this plant holds posses-

sion of the land, and yields a prodigious amount of keep foi" five or

six years, and sometimes ten or a dozen, the plants are liable to be

choked out ultimately by the wild grasses of the district. Possibly

it may be found practicable to sow tall fescue and some other

suitable meadow grasses in connection with sainfoin, that they

may retain possession of the situation after sainfoin gets tired

of it.

Seemingly, it would be impossible to over-estimate the value of

this discovery, or what important results this increased knowledge

as to the habits of so productive and highly nutritious a grass wil
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be likely to lead to, Mr. Faunee de Laune himself, when pointing

out the specks of verdure made hy this grass, where everything

else was brown and bare, said :
" If the seeding here had been

entirely of tall fescue, there would have been no burning up. The

entire surface of the land would have remained clothed with healthy

verdure, causing a large instead of a small yield of grass during the

drought season."

All modern authorities have no doubt taken their ideas as to

Festuca elatior being mostly adapted for heavy and wet soils from

Sinclair, who conducted the Duke of Bedford's experiments at

Wobum, and published subsequently his grand work, " Hortus

G-ramineus Woburnensis." He alludes to two varieties, the

barren-seeded and the fertile, and of the former wrote as follows :

" The grass at the time of flowering affords more nutritive matter

than that of the latter niathe in the proportion five to four, but the

grass of the latter mathe contains more nutritive matter than

that at the time the seed is ripe in the proportion of four to three.

A tenacious clay is therefore best fitted for the production of

the grass, as, notwithstanding the plentiful supply of manure, the

produce from the loam which had the advantage of it scarcely

exceeds that- from the clay. I know of no grass of this class

adapted for clays that holds out such fair promises to repay the

farmer." We find in this statement the reason why Sinclair

considered the grass so well adapted to heavy soils ; but the

real cause of fertility on the unmanured clay was probably

its deep-rootedness, and it does not appear that Sinclair

made any experiment of the grass on a thin, light soil liable

to burn. He further observes of this variety of tall fescue

:

" It is nutritive and very productive. It is true the produce may

be denominated coarse when compared to the Festuca pratensis

;

but where is a grass to be found that produces a great weight of

crop that is not in some degree coarse ? It does not perfect much

good seed, and can only, therefore, be propagated by parting and

planting the roots." But Sinclair subsequently discovered

another variety, which he termed "Fertile-seeded tall fescue,"

and of this he wrote :
" This grass, which is nearly allied to the

common Festuca elatior, perfects an abundance of seed, and is,

therefore, not liable to the objection which takes so much from the

value of that variety. It is equally early in the produce of fobage,

and flowers earlier than the barren tall fescue by eight or ten

days; the produce is equally nutritive. For damp soils that

could not be conveniently made dry by drains, this would be a
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most valuable plant, either to be cut for soiling or made into hay
and reduced to chaff, as it might be wanted. I have never seen
this plant in a wild state. It was first discovered here in the grass

garden, seemingly introduced by accident." In another place he
states that it was found in a moist spot, whence no doubt his

impression, which everybody since has assumed to be correct, that

it is best adapted for wet as well as clay soils. Probably,

however, the same robust habit of not only growing three feet

high, but of striking clown its roots to perhaps a well-nigh equal

depth, would fit it naturally for either situation, i.e., where the

ground is excessively wet at times, or where it is utterly devoid of

moisture at the surface in a drought season. The baneful upper
conditions would be penetrated through in most cases, whether the

land were very wet or very dry ; and this hits the bull's-eye prettv

true as to the cause of the seeming mystery.

There is another jjlant deserving of special recognition. Yarrow
or Millfoil (Achillea millefolium) was, up to a comparatively recent

period, deemed a weed. Sinclair, in his well-known book on grasses,

so considered it, for, in giving a Ust of weeds found in the richest

natural pastures, he mentions the leading ones to be Ranunculus
acris (buttercups), Achillea millefolium (yarrow), Plantago lanceo-

lata (ribbed glass or plantain), and Eumex acetosa (sorrel dock)
;

but of these, he says, the ribbed grass and buttercups were by far

the most common, the yarrow and sorrel dock being confined to

particular spots. " I have been," he says, " in the practice for

many years of examining these pastures at various periods of the

season, but I never noticed any indication of horses, cows, or

sheep having touched the buttercups or the sorrel." That he was
perfectly right in terming three of these plants weeds there can

scarcely be the slightest doubt ; but yarrow at the present day is

considered worthy of being appreciated very highly as a herb or

plant of which sheep are particularly fond, and it deserves a place

in pastures, not only for that reason, but because it appears to

possess great drought-resisting power.

Mr. Faunce de Laune, in his paper on laying down land to grass,

which created so much attention when published in 1882, recom-

mended lib. of yarrow seed to be included in mixtures for good
medium and wet soils, and 21b. in those_for chalky and light soils

;

and, in his brief description of candidates for the meadow, said :

" Yarrow is a herb that sheep especially like, and, however great

may be the quantity in pasture, it is rare to see it in blossom where

sheep are. Cattle have not such a predilection for it as sheej), but
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before the autumn comes it will be found closely eaten." The

drought of last summer, which proved far more severe at Sharsted

Court than in many other parts even of the South of England,

convinced Mr. Faunce de Laune that the plant possesses other

claims for high appreciation, as he found it, like tall fescue, green

and in healthy vigour even on, what he terms, his chalk banks,

where the soil is thinnest and everything else was burnt up. Subse-

quently, in company with Mr. Carruthers, the consulting botanist

of the Eoyal Agricultural Society, he took a tour through North

and South America, and, by information he has kindly supplied,

valuable observations made by them in respect to this plant are

subjoined.

He says :
" I hold yarrow in greater estimation, from my obser-

vations respecting it both in America and England during the last

summer and present winter. Yarrow is very abundant in America,

growing in sand on the shores of the Pacific, in lava 8000ft.

above the level of the sea, and in the rich alluvial soils of

Manitoba. In some places it forms one of the principal plants for

animals to subsist on. . We came to the conclusion that yarrow

was the most omnipresent of all plants coming under the obser-

vation of Mr. Carruthers and myself during our travels in

America," This was accompanied by the subjoined list of places

where yarrow was found :
" Palmer Lake, in abundance ;

New Salt

Lake City, 8000ft. above the sea ; Yellowstone Park, on lava in

abundance; Monterey, growing in sand; Columbia Town, New

Haven ; El Pas, Yosemite Valley, it being abundant at the latter

place."

The treatise on laying land down to grass, issued by Messrs.

Carter, the well-known seedsmen of High Holborn, contains the

following :
" Hard fescue is one of the most essential grasses for

a variety of purposes, not the least important being its adaptability

to withstand prolonged drought. It is also exceedingly productive,

and will thrive in almost any situation. It is exceedingly hardy,

and consequently of great value as assisting the scant supply of

winter herbage, continuing to grow long into the winter." This is

high praise, but it must be admitted that hard fescue is nothing

like so robust in growth or deep-rooted as tall fescue.
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TEMPORARY

CHAPTER VI.

PASTURES OF
HUSBANDRY.

ALTERNATE

When the four-course system of cropping is strictly adhered to,

grass seeds are sown with barley or oats, and hold possession of

the land one year only. It has been customary in certain districts,

and on farms of exceptional character, to keep the grass layers

down two years, and thus lengthen out the course, which obviously

involves a great saving in tillage expenses, and the general advan-

tages of adopting such a mode of procedure have so thoroughly

impressed themselves on agricultural attention since corn-growing

has got to be unremunerative, that it is now rapidly extending

itself all over the kingdom. Mr. Clare Bead recently advocated its

adoption in Norfolk, employing as one argument the reflection

that, after costly grass seeds had been purchased and sown, it

seems an ill policy to plough up the plants they produce almost as

soon as they get well rooted in the ground.

But why should farmers limit themselves to two years as the

tenure to be allowed alternate grasses and clovers ? "Would it not

be better to keep the sward free from disturbance three or four

years, if the land can be kept free of weeds, and tolerably pro-

ductive ? There is scarcely a practical farmer in the kingdom who
will not give a ready affirmative to the question ; but then the

majority would deem it to be difficult, if not impossible, to realise

the condition of preserving perfect cleanliness. They would say

that the only thing which has prevented the two years' continuity

of grass layers from being universally held in favour long since,

has been the liability of the young clovers, after the first year,

to be choked and crowded out by native twitch ; and it would

probably be hinted that, to endeavour to keep the alternate grass

sward undisturbed for a longer period, would only have the effect

of presenting an invitation to the land to " sow itself down," just

as perniciously to good farming as when a similar thing happens

in thousands of so-called conversions to permanent pasture.
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But are not bad seedings and indifferent management at the

root of the evil just referred to? Mr. Faunce de Laune has
plainly shown it to he so in the case of permanent pasture failures,

and by imitating strictly his tactics of sowing none but unadul-

terated perennial seeds of best quality, and subsequently keeping

the sward sufficiently manured, the tenure of the cultivated plants

might be firmly established four years, or even much longer,

without any danger of their being crowded out by twitch grass,

and other weed pests. Mr. Faunce de Laune maintains that the

reason so many new pastures have failed, is clearly traceable to the

seeds of annual and biennial grasses having been sown ; and it is

only natural to suppose that, as these die out, weeds, which are

nature's own provision to fill up vacancies, would take their place.

Does not the self-same result frequently occur when farmers

endeavour to keep down the alternate grass layer beyond one
season ? Of the seeds sown, one-half were probably only those of

annuals, and the other moiety those of biennials
;
and, such being

the case, what otherwise could possibly happen but a general

dying out of the plants that had already fulfilled their destiny,

and the occupancy of their places by weeds ?

What is the usual practice in seeding for alternate husbandry ?

In too many districts the old time-honoured custom of depending
almost entirely on "hop and ray" is still followed, because no
doubt it is cheapest. In some instances a few pounds of alsike,

red clover, or white Dutch clover seeds, may perhaps be added

;

but the reform is only a moderate one, and would not prevent the

land from being extensively taken possession of by twitch as the

common rye grass dies out. Most likely the seeds of weeds largely

enter into the mixture sown, for few can form any adequate
conception of the large extent these " hop and ray " seedings are

adulterated—not wilfully or by trade chicanery, but owing to the

extensive custom of farmers keeping their own grass crops for

seed, and trafficking one with another for this locally-produced

article many years in succession. Many samples, on being closely

analysed, have been found to possess large proportions of the

seeds of common couch grass, which are exceedingly difficult for

the common eye to detect in an ordinary rye grass sample.

Farmers go on seeding their "hop and ray" crops without noticing

that couch largely infests them, and is liable to ripen its seed with
the other plants ; and thus the evil gains accidental but pernicious

propagation.

Common rye grass ought not to be sown at all if the grass sward
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is required to be kept down more than one year. At best it can

only be considered a biennial. Mr. Faunce de Laune seriously

questions the claims of any of the rye grass family to be deemed

strictly perennial, but that vexed point need not be discussed at

present. If any are of that character, they are only those actually

styled perennial. Even Italian rye grass would not yield well

after the first year without a heavy application of nitrogenous

manure, and ought to be deemed unsuited for a three or four

years' intended possession of the land. Mr. Neilson, it is true,

makes a good use of it for a lengthy grass tenure, but, even in his

case, the grass sward is broken after two and a half years, is mown
twice in one season until the last year, and kept heavily dosed with

artificial manures. There is every reason to suppose that cocksfoot

would have done quite as well for Mr. Neilson as Italian rye

grass ; while being a true perennial, it recommends itself pre-

eminently to those farmers who would like to keep down their

alternate layers four years, or longer, as one sure to hold its own,

with good treatment, against Yorkshire woolly grass, or even the

native wild grass of the district.

Would not facts as they stand, and the general experience of

practical men, justify the entire family of the rye grasses being

superseded by cocksfoot in seed mixtures intended for two, three, or

four years' lay ? By common confession some are annual, others

biennial, and only the highest priced have the slightest claim to

perennial character. Why not, then, make sure by sowing nothing

except that well known to raise grasses of the required longevity,

especially as cocksfoot has by far the highest nutritive

property ?

Mr. Faunce de Laune, in his published essay, says :
" Cocksfoot

is by far the most valuable of all grasses, because it grows in all

soils ; it produces the greatest amount of keep ; it is the most

nutritious grass, and seems to grow faster and stronger in extremes

of weather, either wet or dry, than any other grass. There is,

moreover, hardly any stage of its growth in which stock do not eat

it greedily, and its flower heads appear to me to be especially

nutritious to all kinds of stock, young or old, in excessive, wet

weather."

One reason is alleged why rye grasses are preferred by farmers

to cocksfoot, this being that the stalks are less coarse, and make

finer, more saleable hay ; but surely this feature would not decide

the issue in the generality of cases. Comparatively few farmers

require to make hay for the distinct object of making sale of it, and
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for home use, if the fodder happened to be too coarse for utilisa-

tion, it might be chaffed before use. The higher nutritive
property ought surely to determine the matter, rather than the
consistency of tbe material. Mr. Robert Eussell often makes hay
of single cut cow grass, with stalks much stouter than are derivable
from cocksfoot. Besides which, hay is becoming every successive
year of less and less importance. Our grass and clover crops can
be more profitably consumed green or converted to silage than
made into hay, so that the objection, if valid, ought not to be con-
dered to apply. The chief reason why rye grass has been so
extensively adopted appears to be that the seed is far cheaper
than that of other kinds of grasses. But it would in reality

be a " penny-wise-pound-foolish " kind of economy which would
refrain from an extra outlay of even 10s. an acre in the seeding
when the advantages derivable are so very great in the prolonged
tenure of a grass layer of highest quality—even half a dozen
years if required—in the full maximum state of productiveness it

acquired at the very first. Who would be niggardly in such a case
when the additional outlay admits of being recouped in so many
different ways ? It may be true enough that the price of common
annual rje grass is less than 2d. per lb., while that of cocksfoot is

Is.
;
but the latter will remain in the land growing more and

more robust as long as required, while the former gives out after
the very first year, causing the laud to be returned to arable,
with a foulness involving tillage cleanings fully equivalent in

expense to the saving in seeding.

By consulting the catalogues of the leading seedsmen it will be
found that they offer seeds for one year's lay at from lis. to 14s.

an acre, which would be 121b. of clover seed (in some cases mixed)
and about the same weight of common rye grass or Italian rye
grass seed. One firm which does so advances the price and
quantity of the seeds for a three or four years' rotation, the
former to from 20s. to 21s. 6cl. per acre, and the quantity to 201b.
mixed grasses and 121b. clover. This, too, although common rye
grass is substituted by Pacey's perennial cocksfoot and the
fescues. But broad clover is employed, which cannot be advisable,
wheu the layer is intended to remain three or four years, while the
good policy of including Pacey's rye grass and hard fescue may be at
least open to serious doubt. The subjoined seed mixture, at the
stated cost, would, no doubt, be found ample for grass layers,

intended to have the prolonged tenure of the soil already
indicated :

—
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Grasses and Clovers.
Quantities

per acre.
pei lb. Cost per acre.

lb. s. d. s. d.
Cocksfoot 1 0 6 0
Timothy 0 5 2 6
Meadow Fescue 1 3 2 6
Perennial Eed Clover 3 1 0 3 0
Alsike 3 1 0 3 0
White Dutch 1 3 2 6
Lucerne 2 1 0 2 0

24 21 6

On chalk soils and light lands, with rubbly or porous sub-soils,

sainfoin might be advantageosly substituted for perennial red
clover

;
but for stiff clays and soils of wet character and resting on

impervious clay sub-soils, neither sainfoin nor lucerne would be
well suited. Trefoil in these cases should be included with larger
quantities of perennial red and alsike clovers. As the average
prices of cocksfoot and meadow fescue are less than the quotations
in the above list, the usual costs of seeding down for a high-class
alternate grass layer may fairly be put at 11. per acre. It would
certainly be advisable to include tall fescue and yarrow in seedings
for chalk soils, and, if the first cost of the seed were not considered
too great, they should form large proportions.

For light, poor, sandy soils it may be worth while bearing in
mind what Arthur Young wrote about them in his calendar, pub-
lished at the beginning of the century. Treating on chicory, he
remarked

:
" On poor, barren, blowing sands, such as many districts

abound with, especially in Norfolk and Suffolk, it will yield a
greater quantity of sheep food than any other grass at present in
cultivation. Upon such soils, when they want rest and recruiting,
there is no plant that equals this, which, if sown with a portion of
cocksfoot grass and burnet, will form a layer for six or seven years
far exceeding those of trefoil, white clover, and ray grass, and will

support so many sheep as very materially to improve the soil."

Although chicory is grown in Yorkshire as a tillage plant, it is

wholly for the value of its roots, which, after being dried, are sold
for admixture with coffee; but, as fodder plants, chicory and
burnet appear to have fallen into disuse, although Young observed
of the former, " there is no plant to rival it," further remarking,
" it forms a considerable proportion of many of the best meadows
in the south of Prance and in Lombardy."
Assuming it to be reasonable, that, by applying the self-same

principles of reformed seeding to alternate grass which Mr. Faunce
de Laune finds so successful in forming permanent pastures, the
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grass layers might be allowed to have tenure of the soil three or

four years, without detracting from its productiveness or inducing
foulness ; the advantages to be reaped by adopting such a course

of management appear to be very patent, and of vast importance.

The extensive sowings down of land to grass which have been made
during the past seven or eight years have been attributed to two
leading causes—the unprofitableness of corn-growing, and the neces-

sity of saving labour by lessening tillage expenses : and in all

probability one object has been sought after quite as much
as 'the other. Both are attainable by lengthening out the alternate

grass course to the extent advocated, less expensively and far more
conveniently than by throwing a larger proportion of the farm
down to permanent pasture, and keeping the remainder in tillage

after the old fashion
;

for, as none of what are termed the finer

meadow grasses need be sown in the former case, the seeding would
be less expensive, while, on the score of convenience, the farmer
might employ the plough just as little or as much as the
necessities and prospects of one year after another would seem to

justify.

For instance, some farmers grow a great many more roots than
others, and might desire to restrict corn-growing to two years out
of eight—keeping the land four years to grass, and dividing the
other term of similar length between roots and corn. This would
afford such an immense quantity of food for stock, as to be only
suitable to those possessed of large capital to the acreage occupied,
as, without extensive stock rearage, dairying, and meat-making, no
satisfactory returns could be realised from the immense proportion
of green and forage crops. On the other hand, it would probably
be much more convenient for others to keep their grass layers
down three instead of four years, and grow oats, barley, beans, and
peas, if not wheat, largely in the five years during which the tillage

course would be kept up. Still another deviation might be deemed
more desirable for some land and under certain circumstances—to

keep grass in tenure the entire four years, and abbreviate the
tillage period to one crop of roots and two years of corn-
growing.

The leading objects of saving labour and diminishing the
growth of unprofitable grain crops might be carried out to any
extent thought desirable, and there would be the additional advan-
tage of the farm obtaining a great deal more nitrogen from
atmospheric sources than it does at present. Sir J. B. Lawes has
very clearly shown that there is an advantage in having a green
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carpet over the land when nitrification takes place, to attract and

appropriate the volatile floating elements, which would get washed

away and lost when falling on fallows. Nature is consequently far

more favourable to such a system of prolonged tenure of the grass

layers than to the four-course system ; and what was meant by old

farmers when they talked of " resting " the land was no doubt, in

a great measure, this recuperation of fertility obtained from the

atmosphere. In their management of poor soils they were

extremely fond of allowing them to remain in grass a lengthy term

of years, and then ploughing them up for a succession of scarifying

corn crops, until they gave out in fertility, when they were allowed

to sow themselves down to grass again. The system was right in

one way, but wrong in another.

There is one branch of stock farming pre-eminently desirable to

be promoted at the present day, which could be carried out with

far greater efficacy, ease, and profit by prolonged grass tenure

being secured—arable dairying. Farmers, when advised to adopt

the latter, are prone to object to the extensive green croppings

they imagine they would have to take ; but with half of their land,

or even three-eighths of it, always in grass, there would be no

great necessity for summer green crops ;
and, as large portions of

the grass might be mown for the silo or for hay, the winter

provision of roots need not necessarily make any heavy demands

on culture.

In the dairy districts of Scotland it appears to have been

customary, for a great many generations, to keep seeds down two

years, that the second season's grass may yield summer sustenance

to dairy cows. The little Ayrshires are to be seen tethered on the

alternate grass layer from spring to autumn, having the range of

lengthy chains fixed to pegs driven securely into the ground.

Arable dairying consequently is practised to a considerable extent

in the northern kingdom, although English farmers have never

had much to do with it. Further, it is pursued just on the fines

advocated as being easiest and least costly. They have, perhaps,

a better way in France of keeping their arable fields down to

lucerne many years in 'succession ;
but, whether the plant requires

a warmer climate than the British Isles, or -whatever may be the

cause, it has never as yet found anything like the same favour in

this country as is given to it on the Continent and elsewhere.
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CONCLUSION.
In balancing the respective advantages of grassing down for a

temporary period of from three to six or seven years, or for a

permanent pasture, the view maintained by M. Joulie must be

by no means lost sight of, which is that lands kept entirely

in pasture, while accumulating large stores of nitrogen, get

exhausted of minerals partly through the property of the latter

to sink downwards in the soil, and partly by exhaustion occasioned

by successive crops when no manure is returned. On the other

hand, if the plough be brought into action again after land has

been in temporary pasture, a fresh supply of minerals is brought

up from the under layers of the soil, and rendered available for

utilisation. To quote M. Joulie, he says :
" The cultivation of

roots and cereals deprives the soil of nitrogen, whilst that of grass

or legumiuous plants, temporary or permanent, on the contrary,

causes it to accumulate in the soil. Nitrogen being the most

expensive manure to buy, it is not economical to devote part of the

land absolutely to arable and part to grass, for, whilst one uses

up the nitrogen, the other accumulates it in excess. On the

contrary, it is preferable to alternate on the same piiece of land

the cultivation of roots and cereals with that of grass lays, so as

in a measure to repair by the second the loss of nitrogen which the

first caused to the soil. By this means cultivation cau be kept up

indefinitely without purchased nitrogen, provided the land be

maintained in a fit state of richness as regards the mineral

elements."

The above view must be regarded as extremely rational, still

there are numerous instances in which occupiers would prefer to

apply whatever minerals were requisite to sustain the productive

powers of pastures to a maximum, rather than have to break them

up after being once carpetted with really good turf. Stiff clay

soils would naturally be preferred to be kept permanently in

pasture in the existing state of the labour market. Further, it

should be borne in mind that the primary objection against

permanent pasture has always been its inferior productiveness, and

it appears that this, to a very great extent, can be obviated.
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PREFACE.

BEG to call the attention of Country Gentlemen,

Travellers, Sportsmen, Farmers, &c., to the works

quoted in this catalogue, as written by authors who are

well known and trusted as authorities in their respective

branches of knowledge. These books are well illus-

trated by competent artists, and I think I may say

that everything has been done that could be to make

them complete.

HORACE COX,
Publisher,
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SECOND EDITION, CREATLY ENLARCED.

Royal 4(0. j bevelled boards, gilt edges, price 15s.

PHEASANTS:
THEIR

NATURAL HISTORY AID PRACTICAL UANAGEMEIT.

W. B. TEGETMEIER, F.Z.S.,
(Member of the British Ornithologists' Union.)

Author of "The Natural History of the Cranes," &c, &c.

Illustrated with numerous full-page engravings drawn from Life by

T. W. WOOD.

CONTENTS.
The Natural History of the Pheasants : Habits, Food, Structure, &c.—Management

in Preserves : Formation of Coverts, Feeding, Rearing and Protection.—Management
in Pens and Aviaries : Laying and Hatching, Rearing the Young Birds. Diseases,
Mode of Transport, &c.—Pheasants adapted for the Covert : The Common, Chinese,
Japanese, and Reeves's Pheasants.—Pheasants adapted for the Aviary: The Golden,
Amherst, Silver, Eared, Impeyan, and Argus Pheasants, &c.

1)

Notices of the Second Edition.

From Yarrell's " British Birds/' fourth edition.
—

" For further details, as well as
for instructions as to the management of pheasants, both in the covert and the
aviary, and the disorders to which they are liable, the reader is referred to Mr
Tegetmeier's excellent work, to which the editor is under great obligations."

From the Pall Mall Gazette.—"This new and sumptuous edition contains so large

an amount of fresh matter that it may be regarded, practically, as another work. In

its own way, it is quite exhaustive. Illustrated by admirable and life-like full-page

illustrations. On the technical details of rearing and preservation, Mr. Tegetmeier
will be found a thoroughly trustworthy and scientific guide."

From the Daily Telegraph.—" Both in its description and practical aspects, the
treatise is admirable."
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Now ready, super-royal 8vo., price £2 2s.

YACHT ARCHITECTURE
BY

DIXON KEMP,
Associate of the Institution of Naval Architects and Member of the Council.

^HIS WORK enters into the whole subject of the laws which govern
the resistance of bodies moving in water, and the influence a wave

form of body and wave lines have upon such resistance.

It also deals comprehensively with the subject of STEAM PROPUL-
SION as applied to yachts.

An easy SYSTEM for DESIGNING is provided, and every necessary
calculation is explained in detail.

The latter part of the work is devoted to YACHT BUILDING,
and engravings are given of every detail of construction and fitting,

including laying off, taking bevels, &c.
The List of Plates (exclusively of over thirty devoted to the elucidation

of the text, and nearly two hundred woodcuts) exceeds fifty, and comprise
the LINES of some of the most CELEBRATED YACHTS AFLOAT
by the most successful builders and designers.

SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS.
CHAP.

I.-

II."

III. -

IV.-

v.-

VI.-

VII.-

VII L-

IX.
X.

XI.

-Displacement, Buoyancy, and Centre of
Buoyancy explained.

-Proportions of Yachts and Tonnage Rules;
Rules for Freeboard, Depth, &c.

-Stability as influenced by the Proportions,
Form, Weight, and Ballasting of Yachts

;

their Centres of Gravity and Buoyancy.
Profusely Illustrated.

-The Motions of Yachts among Waves as
influenced by their Forms and Pro-
portions.

-Lateral Resistance, and the adjustment of
its centre in relation to the Centre of
Effort of the Sails.

-Power to Carry Sail; the Impulse of the
Wind as a Propelling Force

; Appor-
tioning Sail for Speed. Speed Formulae,
&c.

-The Action of the Rudder and Steering
Efficiency. Proportions of Rudders, &c

-Resistance of Vessels moving in Water.
The Wave Line Theory ; the Stream
Line Theory ; the Wave Form Theory.
Mr. Froude's Admiralty Experiments,
clearly defining the exact influence of
Form on Speed.
This Chapter will throw much light on

what has hitherto been but obscurely
understood.

-Resistance Experiments with Models.
-Lhe Wave Form in Theory and Practice.

The Forms of many celebrated Yachts
analysed.

-Steam Yachting. The Boiler, Engine, In-
dicator, &c, practically explained at
great length.

XII.—Propulsion by Steam. The action of the
screw propeller and all the conditions
which influence propulsion by steam
explained, with numerous practical
examples.

XIII.—Rules and Formulae in use for determining
the Displacement, Stability, and other
qualities of a yacht fully explained.

XIV.—Working Examples for making all the neces-
sary Calculations concerning a Yacht,
every sum being given in detail.

XV.—Yacht Designing : being a complete system
for putting into effect the Art of Designing
Yachts bv Scientific Methods.

XVI.—Laying Off, Making Moulds, Taking
Bevels, &c. ; Taking Off a Yacht's
Lines, &c.

XVII.—Yacht Building: Giving detailed examples
for constructing yachts, with numerous
plates and engravings of the various
parts of the vessel, including two large
coloured lithographs on a half inch scale

giving sectional views of a 40-tonner,
complete with all her fittings, Sec.

This Chapter also deals with all the
ironwork fittings of a yacht, including
those forspars, a table of " sizes " for iron
fittings for yachts of different tonnages
being provided.

XVIII.—Spars and Blocks. Rules for fixing upon
their lengths, girths, &c. Sizes of block,
cordage, &c.

XIX.—Ballasting.

Appendix.—Contains much information concerning
small yachts, various useful tables, &c.
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Super-royal 8vo., with Seventy-fivefull-page Diagrams, price 25J.

A Manual
OF

Yacht and Boat Sailing.
By DIXON KEMP,

Associate Institute Naval Architects (Member of the Council).

Author of "Yacht Designing."

(The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty have ordered this work to he supplied to

the lihraries of the ships of the Royal Navy.)

Third Edition. Price 75. 6d., by post ys. lod.

FIGURE SKATING;
BEING

The Theory and Practice of the Art as Developed in England,

WITH

A GLANCE AT ITS ORIGIN AND HISTORY.

By H. C. VANDERVELL and T. MAXWELL WITHAM
(MEMBERS OF THE LONDON SKATING CLUB).

There are thousands of skaters who attain a small amount of skill in Figure
Skating, and there stop, because they neither know what to do or how to do it. A
reference to this, the acknowledge Text Book of Figure Skating will solve any
difficulty that may have stopped progress for years.

Fourth Edition. In post 8vo., limp cloth, gilt, price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. 8d.

THE ART OF SKATING;
WITH

ILLUSTRATIONS, DIAGRAMS, AND PLAIN DIRECTIONS FOR THE
ACQUIREMENT OF THE MOST DIFFICULT AND GRACEFUL

MOVEMENTS.

By GEORGE ANDERSON ("Cyclos"),

Vice-President of the Crystal Palace Skating Club, and for many years President of the

Glasgow Skating Club.
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LIFE BY HARRISON WEIR.

In Imperial \to., bevelled boards, gilt edges, price 18s.

THE

CATTLE OF GREAT BRITAIN:
BEING

A SERIES OF ARTICLES

YARIGUS BREEDS OP CATTLE OP THE UNITED KINGDOM,

THEIR HISTORY, MANAGEMENT, fee,

Edited by J. COLEMAN,
Editor of the Farm Department of " The Field," and formerly Professor of Agriculture at the Royal

Agricultural College, Cirencester.

CONTENTS.
The General Management of Cattle.

Chap.
I.—Introductory.

II.—Bleeding and General Manage-
ment.

III.—Principles of Feeding—Nature
and Value of Different Kinds
of Food.

IV.—Buildings, and the Manufacture
of Manure.

V.—Dairy Management, the Milk
Trade, &c.

The Various Breeds of Cattle,

ENGLISH GROUP.

By John Thornton.
By Thomas Duck-

By Capt. Tanner

Chap.
VI.—Shorthorns.
VII.—Herefords.

ham.
VIIL—Devons.

Davey.
IX.—The Longhorns. By Gilbert

Murray and the Editor.
X.—Sussex Cattle. By A. Heasman.
XI.—Norfolk and Suffolk Red Polled

Cattle. By Thomas Fulcher.

By

SCOTCH GROUP.
Chap.
XII.—Polled Galloway Cattle.

Gilbert Murray.

„ Polled An^us or Aberdeenshire
Cattle. By " Scotus."

XIII.—The Ayrshire Breed of Cattle.

By Gilbert Murray.
XIV.—West Highland Cattle. By

John Robertson.

WELSH AND IRISH GROUP.
Chap.
XV.—The Glamorgan Breed of Cattle.

By Morgan Evans.
XVI.—Pembrokeshire or Castlemartin

Cattle. By Morgan Evans.
XVII.—The Anglesea Cattle. By Mor-

gan Evans.
XVIII.—The Kerry Breed of Cattle. By

R. O. Pringle.

Chap.
XIX.-

XX.-

XXI.-

CHANNEL ISLANDS GROUP.

-The Alderney Breed of Cattle.

By " An Amateur Breeder."
-The Breton Breed of Cattle.

By
J. C. W. Douglas and

Others.

-The Guernsey Breed of Cattle.

By " A Native."
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THE

SHEEP AID PIGS OF GREAT BRITAIN

A SERIES OF ARTICLES
ON THE VARIOUS

BREEDS OP SHEEP AND PIGS OP THE UNITED KINGDOM,

THEIR HISTORY, MANAGEMENT, fee.

Edited by J. COLEMAN,
Editor oE the Farm Department of " The Field," and formerly Professor of Agriculture at the Royal

Agricultural College, Cirencester.

CONTENTS.
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The Ceneral Management of Sheep.
Chap.

I.—Introductory.

II.— Management of Ewes up to

Lambing.
III.—Preparations for and Attention

during Lambing.
IV.—Management from Birth to

Weaning.
V.—From Weaning to Market.

VI.—On Wool.

The Breeds of Sheep.
Chap.

I.—Leicester Sheep. By the Editor.

II.—Border Leicesters. By John
Usher.

'

III.—Cotswold Sheep. By the Editor.

IV.—Long-Wooled Lincoln Sheep.

V.—The Devon Long-Wools. By
Joseph Darby.

VI.—Romney Marsh Sheep. By the

Editor.

VII.—Southdown Sheep. Bythe Editor.

VIII.—The Hampshire, or West Country
Down Sheep. By E. P. Squarey.

-Shropshire Sheep. By the Editor.

Oxfordshire Down Sheep. By
Messrs. Druce and C. Hobbs.

Chap.
XI-

XII-
XIII-
XIV-

XV.-
XVI-

XVII.-

XVIII-

XIX-

XX.-

By-The Roscommon Sheep.
R. O. Pringle.

-Negrette Merino Sheep.
-Exmoor Sheep.
-The Blackfaced or Scotch

Mountain Sheep.
-Cheviot Sheep. By John Usher.
-Dorset Horned Sheep. By

John Darby.
-Welsh Mountain Sheep. By

Morgan Evans.
-The Radnor Sheep. By Morgan

Evans.
-Herdwick Sheep. By. H. A.

Spedding.

-Sheep Farnv'.ig in Queensland.
By John Sidney.

I.—General Management of Pigs.

II.—The Berkshire Pig. By the Editor.

III.—Black Suffolk Pigs.

IV.—Large White Pigs. By the Editor.

V.—Small White Pigs. Bythe Editor.

VI.—Middle-bred White Pigs. By the
Editor.

VII—The Black Dorset Pig. By A.
Benjafield.
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FIFTH EDITION.

Re-written, with additions and new full-page engravings. In one

volume, bevelled boards, gilt edges, price 155.

THE

BEING

A SERIES OF ARTICLES
ON

THE POINTS OF THEIR VARIOUS BREEDS,

THE TREATMENT OF THE DISEASES TO WHICH
THEY ARE SUBJECT.

REPRINTED FROM "THE FIELD" NEWSPAPER.

BY J. H. WALSH,
" Stonehenge," Editor of "The Field."

(WITH THE AID OF SEVERAL EXPERIENCED BREEDERS.)

CONTENTS.

Book
III.—The Ordinary Diseases of the Dog

and their Treatment.
IV.—Judging at Dog Shows and Field

Trials.

I.—Management of Dogs in Health.

II,—Drugs Commonly Used for the

Diseases of Dogs, and their Modes
of Administration.

SDPO^Tinsro dogs.
Book . I

Book

I.—Dogs Used with the Gun. | II.—Hounds and their Allies.

Book
I.—Watch Dogs.

II —Sheep and Cattle Dogs

jM'on^r-sroiaTTisra- uogs.
Book
III.—Terriers (other than Fox and Toy).
IV.—Toy Dogs.
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THIS WOKK CONTAINS ABOTE 700 PAG-ES, AND NEARLY
400 ILLUSTRATIONS.

New and cheaper Edition, with additions, price 30s., by post

3 is. \d., cloth gilt.

Shifts and Expedients
OF

Camp Life, Travel, and Exploration.

W. B. LORD and T. BAINES.
{Royal Artillery) (F.R.G.S)

COITTEITTS.
Introduction.
Chap.

I.—Outfit to take abroad.

II.—Boats, Rafts,and Makeshift Floats.

III.—Working in Metal.

IV.—Huts and Houses.

V.—Extempore Bridges and Make-
shifts for Crossing Rivers and
Ravines.

VI.—Timber and its Utilisation.

VII.—Sledges and Sledge Travelling.

VIII.—Boots, Shoes, and Sandals.

IX.—Waggons and other Wheeled
Vehicles.

X.—Harness and Pack Animals.
XI.—Camels.
XII.—Cattle Marking'.

XIII.—Water, and the Sap of Plants.

XIV.—Camp Cookery.

Chap.
XV.—Fish and Amphibious Animals.
XVI.—Poisoned Weapons, Arrows,

Spears, &c.
XVII.—Tracking, Hunting, and Trap-

ping.

XVIII.—Palanquins, Stretchers, Ambu-
lances, &c.

XIX.—On Sketching and Painting
under the Ordinary Difficulties

of Travel.

XX.—The Estimation of Distances
and Hints on Field Observing.

XXI.—Hints to Explorers on Collect-
ing and Preserving Objects of
Natural History.

XXII.—Ropes and Twines.
XXIII.—Bush Veterinary Surgery and

Medicine.

Extract from the Introduction.

Like two voyagers returned from a long cruise in far-off seas, we throw together
our joint gleanings in many lands. These do not consist of jewels, gems, gold, or
furs ; no piles of costly merchandise do we lay at the reader's feet as offerings from
distant climes, but simply the experiences of two roving Englishmen who have
" roughed it." By those who have to pass through a campaign, travel wild countries
or explore little known regions, shifts must be made, and expedients of many kinds
had recourse to, of which the inexperienced in such matters would but little dream.
.... In our travels and adventures we have not been associated, the paths trodden
by us being widely separated. Whilst one was exploring the wilds of North Australia,
the other was dwelling in a canvas-covered hole in the earth before Sebastopol. The
scenes change ; Southern and Tropical Africa is visited by the late Australian traveller
whilst the Crimea, with its rugged hills and wild ravines, is exchanged for the jungles
of Central India by the other.
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Demy 8vo., pp. 480, /n'« 15J., /ff/ i6j., Volume I. of

THE

MODERN SPORTSMAN'S
GUN AND RIFLE,

INCLUDING

GAME AND WILDFOWL GUNS, SPORTING AND
MATCH RIFLES, AND REVOLVERS.

IJsT TWO "^OIjTnVE-ES.

Vol. I.—GAME AND WILDFOWL GUNS.

By J. H. Walsh,
" Stonehenge," Editor of " The Field,"

Author of "Dogs of the British Islands," "The Greyhound" "British Rural
Sports," &c.

" A perusal of Mr. Walsh's book has forced upon us the conclusion, one that will

be shared by nearly every reader, that it is indisputably the standard work on the

subject, and is likely long to remain so—a position it richly merits. Sportsmen will

anxiously look forward to the second volume of the work, for there is every reason to

anticipate that the same high standard will be maintained, and that the rifle will

receive as complete an exposition as the ' Game and Wildfowl Guns.' We are only

fulfilling a duty to the public when we say that no man connected in any way with

guns and gunnery should be without a copy of Mr. Walsh's masterly volume."

—

The
Birmingham Daily Gazette, Nov. 21, 1882.

" It will be seen that the work contains a variety of hints which may be useful to

intending purchasers of guns, so that we can confidently recommend an intelligent

glance through it as likely to save money and prevent disappointment."

—

Saturday
Review.

" Taking the work as a whole, the sportsman will find in it much information on

guns, shot, and kindred topics."

—

Pall Mall Gazette.
" The most complete work that has yet been written on sporting guns."

—

St.

James's Gazette.
" For breadth of view and completeness this treatise could hardly be excelled. It

has, moreover, the advantage of reporting authoritatively on the very latest improve-

ments, both as regards weapons and powder and shot, all which objects of a sports-

man's consideration seem to be susceptible of indefinite progress."

—

Daily News.
" With such a guide as this, all who appreciate sport will be able to enjoy it fully

and what is of importance, will be able to avoid much of the danger attending the use

of imperfect weapons."

—

The Era.
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GUN AND RIFLE,

INCLUDING
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MATCH RIFLES, AND REVOLVERS.

Vol. II.—THE RIFLE AND REVOLVER.

By J, H. Walsh,
" Stonehenge," Editor of " The Field,"

Author of " Dogs of the British Islands," " The Greyhound," " British Rural
Sports," &c.

CONTENT?.
Definitions, &c.—Theory of Projectiles—The Mechanical Construction

of the Sporting Rifle and its Ammunition—Modern Rifled Pistols—The
Match or Target Rifle and its Ammunition.

Demy 4to., with 12 full-page illustrations, some of which contain Portraits of
Sporting Celebrities, and 24 vignettes, price £\ is., by post £i 2S.

3M

PEN AND PENCIL.

FRANCIS FRANCIS and A. W. COOPER.

CONTENTS.
The First of September.

A Day in a Punt.

Mark Cock

!

Trouting.

Long Tails and Short Ones.

Paying the Pike,

Rabbit Shooting,

Roaching.
Grouse Shooting.

Salmon Fishing.

Snipe Shooting.

Grayling Fishing.
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A PRESENTATION VOLUME FOR CLUBS.

4to., bevelled boards, gilt edges (500 pages), with appropriate

illustrations, price One Guinea, by post £1 2s. 4d.

THE

English Game of Cricket :

COMPRISING A DIGEST OF ITS

ORIGIN, CHARACTER, HISTORY, AND PROGRESS,
TOGETHER WITH

AN EXPOSITION OF ITS LAWS AND LANGUAGE.

CHARLES BOX,
Author of "The Cricketers' Manual," " Reminiscences of Celebrated Players," Essays on the Game,

11 Songs and Poems," " Theory and Practice of Cricket," &c.

CONTENTS.
Chap

I.

TO
VI.htroductory.

AND PRESENT STATE

CRICKET.

CLANCES AT THE PAST

OF COUNTY

VII—Middlesex.
VIII.— Public School Matches.
IX—Kent.
X.—Hampshire.
XI.—Surrey.

XII.—Sussex.

XIII.—Nottinghamshire.
XIV.—Yorkshire.

Chap.
XV,
XVI,
XVII
XVIII,
XIX.
XX.
XXI,
XXII
XXIII,
XXIV
XXV
XXVI,
POSTSC
—An

—Warwickshire and Derbyshire.
Gloucestershire.

—Lancashire and Leicestershire.

—The Eastern Counties.

j Intercolonial Matches.

—School and Village Matches.
Curiosities of Cricket.

—Cricket Grounds.
—Laws of the Game.

Poems, Songs, and Ballads.

—Glossary of Words and Phrases.
RIPT.—Shakespeare and Cricket
Enforced Dissertation.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" The most complete and interesting work on cricket ever published. No expense

has been spared in making that which is really useful a very handsome volume."

—

Bell's Life.
" We welcome with heartiness a writer like Mr. Charles Box, who has so pleasantly

united in the splendid volume before us the old order (of cricket) with the new."

—

Sporting and Dramatic News.
" This work will prove interesting to all lovers of cricket."

—

Times.
" The volume is a very handsome one indeed, destined, doubtless, to become an

authority on the essentially ' English Game of Cricket.' "

—

Morning Post.
" The best work on cricket that has yet come under our notice."

—

Nottingham
Journal,
"A handsome and well got-up volume, the author being the man of all others

qualified and in a position for compiling such a work."

—

Kent Herald.
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THE

ANNALS OF TENNIS.
BY

TTJLI^^T MARSHALL.
This work will be found very complete, and, it is thought, justly entitled to take its

place as the standard work on Tennis. It has cost its author much laborious research;

and, independently of its great value to tennis players and all lovers of the game, it is

trusted, from the vast amount of curious lore it contains, the volume will be found not

unworthy of a place on the shelves of the scholar. The author, himself a well-known

amateur, is fully competent to speak with authority on the game, having had the

opportunity of studying the play of the best Continental, in addition to that of the

best English, masters, and, therefore, may be taken as a safe guide by learners.

CONTENTS.
L-—Tennis Abroad. IV.-—The Laws and their

II.-—Tennis in England. History.

III.-—The Court and Imple- V.-—The Game.
ments. VI.-—Appendix.

Second Edition. Large post Skio., price 5s., by post 55. 3^.

AlsT G-LIUG-.
BY

FRANCIS FRANCIS.
Author uf "A Book on Angling," "By Lake and River," "Hot Pot," &c.

COOTIEILTTS.
Preface.
Chap.

I.—The Art of Angling.

II.—Mid-Water Fishing.

III.—Surface or Fly Fishing.

IV—The Gudgeon, the Pope or Ruff,

the Bleak, the Roach, the Rudd,

the Dace, the Chub, the Barbel,

the Bream, the Carp, the

Tench, the Perch.

Chap.
V.—The Pike.

VI.—Trout Fishing with Bait.

VII—Fly Fishing for Trout.

VIII.—Trout Flies.

IX.—Grayling Fishing.

X.—Salmon Fishing.

XI.—Salmon Flies.

XII.—On Tackle Making.
Addenda.

Post 8vo., in cloth, price $s., by post $s. \d.

HOT-POT.
MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS

BY

FRANCIS FRANCIS,
Author of "A Book on Angling" "By Lake and River," "Angling," &c
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MODERN
WILDFOWLING.

BY

LEWIS CLEMENT,
" WlLDFOWLER."

-Introduction.

XXV.

\

XXVI. >

)
Muzzle-loading Punt Guns

(Flint, Percussion and Copper
I Tube Ignition.

• Breechloading Punt Guns.

-Loading Punt Guns.
-Aiming and Firing Punt Guns.
-The Setting of Punt Guns.
-Recoil and After-recoil Appa-

ratuses.

Punts.

-Launching Punts and Canoes.
-Punting Accessories.

Punting.

-My First Single-handed Punting
Trip.

Amateur and Professional Punts-
men.

CONTENTS.
Chap.
XXVII.
XXVIII.
XXIX.

back

Shoulder Guns.

XXX.—Flapper Shooting.
XXXI.—Inland Duck Shooting.
XXXII.—Sailing to Fowl.
XXXIII.) „

, „
XXXIV i

Uecovlng to the Gun.

XXXV.—Decoying in America.
XXXVI.—American Blinds.
XXXVII.—American Canvas

Shooting.
XXXVIII.—Shore Shooting.
XXXIX.—Flighting.

XL. ) Curious Wildfowl and Sea-
XLI. j fowl Shooting Expedients.
XLII.—Close Time and Wildfowl

and Sea-fowl Acts.
XLIIL—" Wildfowler's " Table of

Loads.
XLIV.—Netting Plovers and Snipe

Snaring.
XLV.—Snaring and Hooking Sea-

fowl on the Continent.
XLVI.—Decoying into the "Pipes."
XLVIL—Flight Ponds and Rock

Fowling.
XLVIII.—Concluding Remarks.
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' ?
nd ful1 of capital illustrations, is ' Modern Wildfowling ;' to recommend

it aright I shou d have, if I were clever enough, and it did not already exist, to invent the famous phrase,
a book no gentleman s library should be without. —Truth, March 17, 1881.
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?
ok deals P01 """V with th!= various modes of approaching, or decoying, and killing wildfowl

of all kinds, but enters into minute details upon the construction of punts, both single and doublS handed •

sails; punt guns, muzzle- oading as well as breechloading; recoil apparatus; and shoulder guns of all
patterns, with the varying loads required for different bores. In addition to this are several chapters devoted
to a narration oF the adventures of the author while in pursuit nf wildfowl, both at homo and abroad—which
are very pleasant reading. . . . . . With the addition of a good index, sportsmen will have in this work a
capital vade mecum on the art of wildfowling. '—The Zoologist for November, 1880
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Second Edition. Large post 8vo., price 7s. 6d., by post 8s.

THE

IDSTONE" PAPERS.
A SEEIES OF AETICLES AND DESULTOEY OBSEEYATIONS ON

SPOET AND THINGS IN GENEEAL.

BY

" ID ST ONE,"
Of "The Field."

Chap.
I-
II-
III.-

IV-
V.-
VI.-

VII-
VIII-
IX-
X-
XI.-
XII-
XIII-
XIV-

XV.-

Agricultural Labourers.

The Rough Rider.

The First of May.
-" Strictly Confidential."

Shooting Dress.

Some Old Portraits.

-Dens and Sanctums.
The Rat-catcher.

-Early Morning in London.

-The Earthstopper.

-The Shooting Pony.

-Whistle and Whip.
-Old Traps and Spring-guns.

-Tom Frere the "Hard-riding

Farmer.
-Expecting Brown.

COZSTTZEZLSTTS.
Chap.
XVI-
XVII.-
XVIII.-
XIX-
XX.-
XXI-
XXII.-
XXIII.-
XXIV.-
XXV.-
XXVI-
XXVII-
XXVIII-
XXIX.-
XXX.-

XXXI.-

-Brown in the Country.

-The Earthstoppers' Feast.

-The White Snipe.

-Swans and Eagles.

-The Philosophy of Missing.

-Shooting in Alderney.

-Shirkers.

-Our Black Heath.

-Traps and Calls.

-Northward.
-A Bright October.

-Varied Shooting.

-The End of the Season.

-On Beating for Game.
-Land Valuers and Stewards.

-Snipe Shooting.

This work is admirably adapted for use as a Sporting Tourist's

Handbook, while it is of absorbing interest to the general reader.

Large post 8vo., price 6s. 6d., by post 6s. lod.

SKETCHES
OF

LIFE, SCENERY, and SPORT
IN

NORWAY.
Rev. M. R. BARNARD, B.A.,

Author of "Sport in Norway and Where to Find It," "Life of Thon-aldsen " and Translator of " Private

'
Life of the Old Northmen," and a " Summer in Iceland, &c.
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A CATALOGUE OF BOOKS

Just Published, 8vo. pp. 463, with 32 illustrations, price \6s., by post 16s. lod

ESSAYS
ON

SPORT AND NATURAL HISTORY.
By J. E. HARTING.

CONTENTS.
Shooting— Hawking— Fishing— Training Hawks— Lark Mirrors —Plover Catching— Fishing with

Wild SwansT&cT
Wolfhound-The Badger-Wild Turkeys-TheS Wa^eS^

CoUeSjr?"
6"81" E5SayS: C0ncludins™th Practical Hints on Bird Preserving for the use of Travellers and

In demy Svo., price 3s. 6d., by post 3s. gd.

HI1TTS
ON

THE MANAGEMENT OF HAWKS.
By J. E. HARTING,

Author of "A Handbook of British Birds," "Essays on Sport and Natural History."

Large post Svo., price 6s., by post 6s. 4<f.

RAMBLES AFTER SPORT

;

OR,

TRAVELS AND ADVENTURES IN THE AMERICAS AND AT HOME.
BY

" OLivBE nsroiRTiEa:.."

CONTENTS.
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Tohrie for Ducks in Caliiorma-Up the Sacramento-The White Elk ofAstona—Sport in the Coast Range Mountains.

In large post 8uo., limp cloth, price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. Sd.

COLORADO:
ITS

AGKICULTUEE, STOCEZEEDING. SCENEEY, AND SHOOTING.
BY

S. NUGENT TOWNSHEND, J.P.
("ST. KAMES.")

Demy Svo., price is., by post, is. id.

THE
EARLY MATURITY OF LIVE STOCK.

By HENRY EVERSHED,
Writer on Agriculture in the "Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,"

" The Field," " Quarterly Review," &c.
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Now ready VOLUMES I. and II. (containing Parts I. to VI.J, in crown 8vo., red

cloth, price 6s., by post 6s. 6d.

THE

HUNTING COUNTRIES
OF

ENGLAND,
THEIR FACILITIES, CHARACTER, AHD REQUIREMENTS.

A GUIDE TO HUNTING MEN.

BY " BROOKSBY,"

Introduction.
The Belvoir.
The South Wold.

The North Warwickshire.
The Pytchley.
The Woodland Pytchley.
The Atherstone.
The Billesdon or South Quorn.
The Meynell. [Hunt.
The Bicester and Warden Hill

The Dulverton.
The Stars of the West.
Mr. Luttrell's.

Lord Portsmouth's.
The Essex and the Essex Union.
The Hertfordshire.
The Whaddon Chase.

COZTSTTIEICNrTS-
PABT I.

The Brocklesby.
The Burton and The Blankney.
The Fitzwilliam.

The Quorn.

PART EL
The Heythrop.
The Old Berkshire.

The South Oxfordshire.
The South Nottinghamshire.
The East Kent.
The Tickham.
The Vine.

PART in.
The Vale of White Horse.
The Cheshire and South Che-

shire.

The Blackmoor Vale.

The Cambridgeshire.
The Duke of Grafton's.

The Holderness.

The Cottesmore.
The Puckeridge.
The Old Berkeley.

The South Berkshire.
Mr. Garth's.
The H. H.
The Tedworth.
Lord Ferrers'.

The Warwickshire.

The Oakley.
The North Herefordshire.
The Duke of Buccleuch's.
The Tynedale.
Lord Percy's.
The Morpeth.
The Rufford.

The Badsworth.
The Southdown.
The East Essex.
The Bramham Moor.
The East Sussex.
The Essex and Suffolk.

The York and Ainsty.

The Old Surrey.
Mr. Richard Combe's.
The Burstow.
The Hurworth.
The Cattistock.
The Suffolk.
The Shropshire.

Lord Middleton's.
The Sinnington.
The Wheatland.
The United Pack.
The Chiddingfold.

Also now ready (VOLUME II.).

PAET IV.
Lord Fitzwilliam's.

The Crawley and Horsham.
The West Kent.
Sir Watkin Wynn's.
The Hursley.
The Hambledon.
Lord Coventry's.

PAET V.
The Earl of Radnor's.
Capt. Hon. F. Johnstone s.

The South Durham.
The Worcestershire.
The Ledbury.
The South Herefordshire.

The South Staffordshire.

PAET VI.
Lord Fitzhardinge's.
Hon. Mark Rolle's.

South-and-West Wilts.

Lord Portman's.
The Cleveland.

The Grove.
The West Norfolk.
The Bedale.
Lord Zetland's.
The Craven.
The Surrey Union.

The North Staffordshire.

The Duke of Beaufort's.
The Cotswold.
The Dumfriesshire.
The Albrighton.
The North Cotswold.

The North Durham.
Braes of Derwent.
The Radnorshire and
Hereford.

The Monmouthshire.

West

Each part is published separately, price 2s. 6d.
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Now ready, royal 8vo, price los. 6d., by post us.

HORSE BREEDING RECOLLECTIONS
BY

COUNT G. LEHNDORFF,
Containing^ on the Breeding of Thoroughbreds-In-breeding and Out-crossingpedigrees of all the Principal Sires—and Genealogical Tables of

Celebrated Thoroughbreds.

Post 8vo., price js. 6d., by post 8s.

Jloss from a 2Mlmg 2>tont :

OR,

MOORISH WANDERINGS AND RAMBLING
REMINISCENCES.

BY

CHARLES A. PAYTON,
"Sarcelle" of "The Field," Author of -The Diamond Diggings of South

Africa." &c.

Price 5s. cloth, by post 5s. $d.

A Tear of Liberty
;
or, Salmon Angling- in Ireland.

BY

Large post 8vo., price 8s. 6d., by post gs.

By Lake and River ;

AN ANGLER'S RAMBLES IN THE NORTH OF
ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND.

BYFRAKCIS FBAUOIS.
Author of "A Book on Angling," &c.
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Third Edition. Large post &»<?., price 7s. 6d. cloth, by post ys. lod.

FACTS AND USEFUL HINTS
RELATING TO

FISHING AND SHOOTING
TO WHICH IS ADDED

A List of Recipes for the Management and Cure of Dogs

in Disease.

Edited by I. E. B. C,
Editor of

" The Gamekeeper's and Game Preserver's Account Book and Diary," &c.

FISHING.

Baits-Fish-Fish Hatching-Flies and Fly Making-Flights—Floats—Gut-Lines

—Miscellaneous—Nets—Ponds and Streams—Rods—Wading Boots—Wax.

SHOOTING

Birds and Beasts- Breeding- Coverts- Deer- Dogs- Ferrets- Foxes- Guns-
Kennel—Miscellaneous—Nets—Preserving—Rabbits—Kittes—

Traps—Vermin.

Appendix.—Diseases of Dogs.

In post 8vo., with Illustrations, price 3s. 6d.

The Fraotioal Management of Fisheries,

A BOOK FOR PROPRIETORS AND KEEPERS.

BY FRANCIS FRANCIS.

Author of Fish Culture," "A Book on Angling," "Reports on Salmon Ladders," &c.

COIJTEIirTS.
Chap.

I,—Fish and Fish Food.

II.—How to Grow Fish Food and how

to Make Fishes' Homes.

HI—On the Management of Weeds and

the Economy of Fishing.

IV.—The Enemies of Trout and how to

Circumvent them.

V.—The Artificial Incubation of Ova.

VI—On the Rearing of Fry and

the Conduct of Ponds, Stews,

&c.

VII.—Some Hatcheries.

VIIL—Coarse Fish.

IX.—On Salmon and Trout Ladders

and Passes.

Appendix.—Notes, &c.
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Now ready, quarto, price 5s., by post 5s. 6d.

THE

GAMEKEEPER'S AND GAME PRESERVER'S

Sttmmt 3S00ft imft ©tog!
By I. E. B. C,

Editor of " Facts and Useful Hints relating to Fishing and Shooting," " The Angler's Diary," &c.

Its Sections comprise—
The Shooting and Its Guardians.

Memorandum of Agreement.

Receipts and Payments.

Vermin Diary

—

General Summary.

Poultry Diary

—

Receipts and Payments.
General Balance Sheet.

Pheasant Diary

—

Receipts and Expenses.
General Balance Sheet.

Dog Diary

—

Kennel Names, Ages, Value, &c.
Kennel Occupants at the beginning of each
Quarter of the Year.

Produce Register—Bitches.
Stud Register.
Pedigrees.
Receipts and Expenses.
General Balance Sheet.

Game Diary

—

Total Summary of the Season.
Produce of the Beats or Coverts.
Tenants, &c, to whom game should be given.
Inventory of Appliances, &c.

Stock Valuation.

General Balance Sheet for the Year.

Price 2s. 6d.
t
by post 2s. gd.

Gr^JVLIE REGISTER,
GIVING AN ACCOUNT OF EACH HEAD OF GAME KILLED, AND HOW

DISPOSED OF.

Containing also Divisions (or Registering Sporting Engagements and General Observations.

In handy pocket size, price is. 6d., by post is. yd.

THE

Gamekeeper's Shooting Memorandum Book
FOR THE

Registering of Game Shot, Memoranda of Sale, &c.

By I. E. B. C,
Editor of " Facts and Useful Hints relating to Fishing and Shooting," " The Gamekeeper's and Game

Preserver's Account Book and Diary. &c.

Crown 8vo., price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. gd.

PUBLIC SHOOTING QUARTERS
IN

ENGLAND, WALES, SCOTLAND, IRELAND, AND ON
THE CONTINENT.

S5T " WILDFOWiEE."
Author of '* Shooting and Fishing Trips," " Modern Wildfowling," " Table of Loads," See.
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Third Edition, Enlarged and Revised. Large post 8vo., with Illustrations,

price 55. cloth, by post 5s. $d.

THE COUNTRY HOUSE:
A Collection of Useful Information and Recipes,

Adapted to the Country Gentleman and his household, and of the greatest

utility to the housekeeper generally.

BY I. E. B. C,
Editor of " Facts and Useful Hints relating to Fishing and Shooting," and " The Gamekeeper's and

Game Preserver's Account Book and Diary."

Published Annually. In post 8vo,, price is. 6d., by post is. Sd.

THE ANGLER'S DIARY
AND

TOURIST FISHERMAN'S GAZETTEER
CONTAINS

A Record of the Rivers and Lakes of the World, to which are added a List of Rivers

of Great Britain, with their nearest Railway Stations.

Also Forms for Registering the Fish taken during the year ; as well as the

Time of the Close Seasons and Angling Licences.

BY I. E. B. C,
Editor of "The Gamekeeper's and Game Preserver's Account Book and Diary," &c.

Third Edition. In /cap. Svo., price is., by post is. id.

WILD BIRDS' PROTECTION ACT, 1880,
WITH COMMENTS ON THE RESPECTIVE SECTIONS

Explanatory of their bearing as regards owners and occupiers of land, sportsmen, bird

catchers, bird dealers, &c.
;
together with Notes on the Birds named in the Schedule,

their provincial names, &c.

" An accurate exposition of and commentary on the recent measure, and will dispel

many misconceptions of its scope."

—

Quarterly Review.

" A capital annotated edition of the Act."

—

Saturday Review.

" You have not the book of riddles about you have you ?
"

—

Merry Wives.

Price 5s., by post 5s. 3d.

"Whetstones for Wits;" or, Double Acrostics.

BYYABIOUS HZ-^iTIDS.
Edited by "CRACK."
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Second Edition. In demy 8vo., price 10s. 6d., by post us.

Estate Management:
& practical Sattirtiooft for ILantrlortis, Stuarts, an& PujJtls,

WITH A

LEGAL SUPPLEMENT BY A BARRISTER,
ALSO

Tenant Right from a Landlord's Point of View.

BY CHARLES E. CURTIS.

Extract from Preface.—" He who intends to qualify himself for such interesting and
responsible work as the care and oversight of landed property must, in these days of
keen competition, give up the idea that he need only abandon himself to the pleasures
of a country life, and that all needful information will be picked up by the way."

COHTE3STTS.
Chap.

I.—Letting and Leases.
II.—Farm Valuations.

III.—Forestry.

IV.—Underwood.
V.—Fences.

VI.—Grasses suitable for Woods and
Plantations.

VII.—The Home Farm.

Chap.

^IX }
RePa'rs an<* Materials.

X.—The Blights of Wheat and other
Cereals.

XI.—Accounts.
XII.— Useful Rules of Arithmetic and

Mensuration.

In crown Svo.j price is.

CATECHISM OF ESTATE MANAGEMENT.
SECTION I.

LETTING AND LEASES.
By CHAS. E. CURTIS, F.S.I.,

Professor of Estate Management at the College of Agriculture, Principal of the School of Estate
Management, Author of " Estate Management," &c.

Price 6d., by post yd.; or 2s. 6d. the half-dozen.

"THE FIELD"
DUPLICATE JUDGING BOOK

Facilitates the work of the Judges at Poultry and other Shows, by a very simple
method of entering and preserving a duplicate judging list.
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PUBLISHED BY HORACE COX.

SECOND EDITION, Greatly Enlarged (with Illustrations and Plans of Silos).

yust published, price 6s., by post 6s. 6d.

SILOS
FOR

PRESERVING BRITISH FODDER CROPS STORED

IN A GREEN STATE.

NOTES ON THE ENSILAGE OF GRASSES, GLOVERS, VETCHES, &G.

Compiled and Annotated

BY THE

SUB-EDITOR OF "THE FIELD.

CONTENTS.
Introductory.—Cattle-feeding v. corn-growing; previous information on the storage of green fodder in

pits; silos in ancient and modern times.

CHAP.
I.—Summary of Practice.

II.—Crops for the Silo.—Grasses, clovers, ucerne. vetches, maize, green rye and oats, spurrey, buck-
wheat, comfrey, roots, and miscellaneous crops,

III—The Various Kinds of Silos.—Earthen pits and other simple forms of silos; barn and other
converted silos; specially constructed silos of stone, brick, concrete, wood, Sec. ;

ensilage stacks and
barrels.

IV.—Cost of Silos—Estimation of capacity cost of British silos, specially constructed; converted
buildings; patent silos of concrete slabs, slate, and wood ; French silos; relative capacity and cost

of silos and hay-barns; roofs.

V—Filling the Silo.—Mixture of dry material with green fodder; influence of wet weather; chopping
up the fodder; slow v. quick filling; curbs or super-silos; the use of salt; trampling down the

fodder.

VI.—Covering and Closing the Silo.—Straw and other materials; the covering boards; closing the

doorway.

VII.—Weighting the Silo.—Amount of weight to put on ;
consequences of insufficient pressure; expres-

sion of juice from the fodder ; mechanical arrangements for pressure ; cost of apparatus.

VIII.—Opening the Silo.—Precautions to be taken in uncovering the silage, and removing the weights.

IX—Effect of Ensilage on Fodders—Fermentation in the pit: advantages and losses produced by
fermentation; reduction in weight and altered proportion of constituents of silage, resulting from
excessive fermentation.

X—Feeding Qualities of Silage.—Effect of amount of moisture in diluting the nutrient matters;

comparative money value of green fodders and silage; results of feeding experiments on the

condition of the animals and the production of milk and cream ;
silage for horses, sheep, &c.

XI.—Effect of Silage on Dairy Produce—Complaints of bad flavour in milk and butter; causes

of conflicting reports.

XII.—Cost of Haymaking v. Ensilage,—Differences of cost of the process under various conditions.

Just published, price 6d., by post yd.

SHORT NOTES ON SILO EXPERIMENTS
AND PRACTICE.

(Extracted from " Silos or Preserving British Fodder Crops.")
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Price 6d., by post Jd.

HARVESTING CROPS
INDEPENDENTLY OF WEATHER.

Practical Notes on the " Neilson System " of Harvesting.

By "AGRICOLA"
AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS OF "THE FIELD" NEWSPAPER.

hi crown 8vo., price 2s. 6d.
t
by post 2s. 8d.

MANURES :

Theip Respective Merits from an Economical Point of Yiew,

By A. W. CREWS,
Author of " Guano : its Origin, History, and Virtues," " The Potato and its Cultivation," &c.

CONTENTS.
PART I.—Definition of the Word " Manure "—Nature's Modes of Applying

Fertilisers—History—Classification.

PART II.—The Value of Ploughing Down Green Crops—Weeds—Sea-weed

—

Straw—Sawdust—Tanners' Bark—Wood Ashes—Peat—Rape Cake—Hemp—Poppy,
Cotton, and Cocoa-nut Cakes—Bran—Malt Dust—Brewers' Grains—Coal—Soot

—

Charcoal.

PART III.—Dead Animals—Fish—Blood—Animalised Charcoal—Bones—Horn—Woollen Rags, Hairs, Feathers, &c.—Night-soil—Farm-yard Manure—Guano.

PART IV.—Salts of Ammonia—Salts of Magnesia—Salts of Potash—Salts of
Soda—Common Salt—Lime and its Compounds—" Ooze."

hi crown 8vo., price 2s.
t
by post 2s. 2d.

THE POTATO AND ITS CULTIVATION.
By A. W. CREWS,

Author of " Guano : its Origin, History, and Virtues," " Manures : their Respective Merits," &c.

CONTENTS.
Derivation — History— Constituents— Varieties — Sprouting— Soils— Planting

—

Manures— Earthing up— Disease— Scab'— Storing— Forcing— Producing New
Varieties—Substitutes for the " Potato"—Miscellaneous Information.
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Demy 8vo., price 3s. 6d., by post 3s. gd., Illustrated with several Diagrams.

THE

PRACTICAL SURVEYOR:
A TREATISE UPON SURVEYING.

SPECIALLY ARRANGED FOR THE GUIDANCE OF PUPILS,
STEWARDS, THE SCHOLASTIC PROFESSION, AND

INTENDING EMIGRANTS.

By THOMAS HOLLOWAY.

COISTTEUTS.
CHAP
I.—
II.—

IV.-

V.-

VI.-

VII.-

VIII.-

IX.-

XI.

XII.

The Man and his Outfit.

The Chain— Cautions to Beginners— Best
Figure for Chain Surveying.

Boundaries.
Setting-out Lines by the Eye and passing
Obstructions.

Division of the Circle and Use of Box
Sextant—Chain Angles Condemned—Cross
Staff Condemned—The Optical Square

—

Measuring Inaccessible Distances.
The Theodolite—Setting-out Lines with the

Theodolite.
Reduction of the Measure of Undulating
Ground to Horizontal Measures and Table
of Vertical Angles.

Measuring Lines — The Offset Staff and
taking Offsets.

To Prove the Correctness of Observations
taken with the Sextant — Single Fields

Measured with the Chain and Optical
Square, so that the Areas can be directly

Calculated.
-To Set-out a Right Angle with the Chain-

Figures of the Lines of Measurement best
adapted to Irregular Fields.

-Equalising Boundaries, and Drawing a
Triangle equal to a given Figure.

Computation of Arrears of Irregular Fields.

CHAP.
XIII.—Example of a Survey of several Fields

together, and the Field Book.
XIV.—Reference Numbers to Maps — To put

Detached Buildings in correct Positions
on a Plan by Means of Unmeasured
Lines—Lines Measured on the Work-
Making Stations.

XV.—Plotting— Selection and Management of
Paper—Inking In.

XVI.—Surveys made for the purpose of Dividing
Land into Stated Quantities.

XVII.—Setting-out Allotments and Building Plots.
XVIII.—Angles and Bearings, and Use and Adjust-

ment of Circular Protractor.
XIX.—Traverse Surveys.
XX.—Trespass.
XXL—Quality Lines—Superstructures and Works

"Underground — Harvest and Coppice
Work—Reducing Plans from a Large
Plan to a Small One.

XXII.—To Copy a Map—Colouring, Penmanship,
&c.

XXIII.—Commencement of a Parish Survey—Sur-
veying to a Scale of Feet.

XXIV.—Town Surveying. .

XXV.—Testing the Accuracy of a Survey—General
Remarks.

XXVI—In Memory of the Past.

Price is., by post, is. id.

PASTURES, OLD A.IN" 3D ZLTIEW"

:

A Plea for the Improvement of Old Turf, Better Systems of Grassing-down, and the

Prolonged Tenure of Alternate Husbandry Grass Layers.

By JOSEPH DARBY.

In crown 8vo., with Thirteen full-page Plates, price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. gd.

The Swimming Instructor

:

A TREATISE ON THE ARTS OF SWIMMING
AND DIVING.

By WILLIAM WILSON,
Author of " Swimming, Diving, and How to Save Life," " The Bather's Manual,"

" Hints on Swimming."
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Second Edition. In Three Parts, large post 8vo., price $s., by post 5S. 4d.
each Part.

THE

Farm, Garden, and Stable.
By I. E. B. C,

Editor ot "The Gamekeeper's and Game Preserver's Account Book and Diary."

COOTIEICTTS.

Fart I.—Tlie Farm. 5s. 4d. by Post.

Cattle—Crops—Dairy—Diseases—Fencing—Food for Stock—Manures

—

Miscellaneous—Pigs—Sheep—Soils—Weeds—Woods.

Fart II.—Tlie Garden. 5s. 4d. by Post.

Flowers—Fruit—Houses—Lawns—Manures—Miscellaneous—Seeds—Trees and
'

' Shrubs—Vegetables—Vermin—Weeds.

Fart III—The Stable. 5s. 4d. by Post.

Carriages—Diseases—Feeding—Harness, &c.—Miscellaneous—Stable Management.

Published Annually. In large post 8vo.

THE

KENNEL CLUB STUD BOOK:
CONTAINING A COMPLETE

RECORD OF DOG SHOWS AND FIELD TRIALS,
WITH

PEDIGREES OF SPOETIM AND NON-SPORTINQ DOQS.

Vol. I., from 1859 to 1873, price 12s. 6d., by post 13s.

Price lOs. 6d., toy post lOs. lOd. each—

Vol. III., 1875; Vol. IV, 1876; Vol. V, 1877; Vol. VI, 1878;

Vol. VII, 1879; Vol. VIII, 1880; Vol. IX, 1881;

Vol. XI, 1883-; Vol. XII, 1884.

Vols. VIII. to XI. are also published in Four Parts, as follows:

PART I—Containing the Dog Show Rules, Reports of Shows, and Pedigrees of the following Dogs:

Bloodhounds, Deerhounds, Greyhounds, Foxhounds, Otterhounds, Harriers, Beagles, Mastiffs, St. Bernards,

Newfoundlands, Dalmatians, and Colleys. Price 4J-

PART II —Containing the Dog Show Rules, Reports of Shows, and Pedigrees of Fox Terriers, Wire-

haired Terriers, and Dachshunds. Price 4-f-

PART III.—Containing the Field Trial Rules, Reports of Shows, Reports of Field Trials, and Pedigrees

of Pointers, Setters, Retrievers, and Spaniels. Price 4s.

PART IV.—Containing the Dog Show Rules, Reports of Shows, and Pedigrees of Bulldogs. Bull Terriers,

Black and Tan Terriers, Dandie Dinmont Terriers, Bedlington Terriers, Skye Terriers, English and Smooth-
coated Terriers, Broken-haired Terriers, Pomeranians, Maltese, Italian Greyhounds, Pugs, Blenheim Spaniels,

King Charles Spaniels, Poodles, Smooth and Rough-coated Toy Terriers, Irish Terriers, and Foreign. Price 4s.

11 THE FIELD " OFFICE, 346, STRAND, W.C.



PUBLISHED BY HORACE COX.

Now Ready, price is., by post is. 2d.

SPORTSMAN'S ILLUSTRATED CALENDAR for 1886.

Articles on the following Subjects are included in the List of Contents:

NOTES ON THE PAST RACING SEASON.

STEEPLECHASES IN THEIR EARLY DAYS.

YACHT RACE FOR THE "AMERICA" CUP (with Portraits of the

Genesta and Puritan).

INFLUENCE OF HUNTING ON HEALTH AND LONGEVITY
(No. 2. Hunt Servants).

LIST OF HUNTS, THEIR MASTERS, &c.

EXTRAORDINARY BAGS OF GAME IN THE PAST AND
PRESENT CENTURY.

THE ELVEDON GAME FARM.
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS WITH GUNPOWDER (Trials of

Schultze, E.C., Cooppal's, and Black Powders at the Target as well as with Lead

Cylinders; Comparative Strain of Small-Bore Guns
;

Directions for Loading

;

Remarks on the Difference of Pressure by Black Powder and Nitro-Compounds).

FIELD TRIALS WITH POINTERS AND SETTERS.

DOG SHOWS AND CANINE MATTERS IN 1885.

COUNTY CRICKET IN 1885.

ATHLETICS IN 1885 (with Tables of Amateur and Professional

Performances, the best on Record.)

STALLIONS FOR BREEDING BLOODSTOCK AND HUNTERS
(List of more than 200 Stallions, with their Pedigrees, and Fees for Thorough-

bred and Half-Bred Mares).

PLAISANTERIE AND HER PEDIGREE.
THE YEARLING SALES OF 1885. .

Also Summaries, Tables, Recipes, &c, viz.,

Angling close seasons
Athletic championships
Beagles, packs of
Bedford cords, cleaning
Bicycling, best times on record
Boat-races, Oxford and Cambridge
Boot tops, how to clean
Breeches, hunting, to clean
Cambridgeshire winners
Cesarewitch winners
Close seasons for game
Coats, scarlet, stains in

Derby winners
Dog clubs, list of
Fairs for horses, &c.

Foot-soreness in dogs, cure for

Foxhounds, packs of

Game, legal season for killing

Gloves, buckskin, to clean
Harriers, packs of

Historical dead heat, and hunters
races in olden times

Huntsmen, changes of

Jumping records
Oaks winners
Otter hounds, packs of

Pheasants, common and Japanese
Queen's Cup at Cowes, winners
Races of [886. dates of

Racquets, Schools challenge cup

Running, best times
Saddles and bridles, cleaning
St. Leger winners
Skating, best times on record
Tennis, University matches
Terms, University and Legal
Trampled wheat
Tricycling performances
University athletic sports
University boat-races
University racquet matches
University tennis matches
Walking, best times
Waterproofing coats, &c.
Yachts, winners of prizes.

'THE FIELD " OFFICE, 346, STRAND, W.C.



? 28 A CATALOGUE OF BOOKS

Illustrated with numerous Woodcuts, post 8vo., price 5s., by post 55. 3d.

THE

INTERNAL PARASITES OF OUR DOMESTICATED

ANIMALS;
A MANUAL OF THE ENTOZOA OF THE OX, SHEEP,

DOG, HORSE, PIG, AND CAT.

By T. SPENCER COBBOLD, M.D., E.R.S., F.L.S.

Second Edition. Price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. 8d.

OUR COMMON INSECTS:
FIRST STEPS TO EHSTTOnynOXjOOY.

By Mrs. E. W. COX.

Fourth Edition. In demy 4to., on toned paper, and in fancy cover, price 2s.,

by post 2s. 2d.

THE BOOK OF DINNER SERVIETTES
CONTAINS

A New Introduction on the Decoration of Dinner Tables, and

General Directions for Folding' the Serviettes.

There are Twenty-one different kinds given, with Ninety-two Woodcuts illustrative of

the various Folds required, and the Serviettes complete.

Just Published, price 5s., by post $s. 2d.

"COMBINED FIGURE SKATING ;

"

BEING

A COLLECTION OF 300 COMBINED FICURES, AS SKATED BY THE SKATING CLUB,

LONDON, THE WIMBLEDON SKATING CLUB, to.

Illustrated by 130 scaled diagrams, showing the correct direction of every curve
executed by the skater, and the recognised amount of circling round the centre

:

together with a progressive series of alternate " calls."

The figures are named in accordance with the revised system of nomenclature
and rules of combined figure skating, compiled by the Skating Club, London, Sept. II,

1882.
-

Diagrams of the combined figures in the first and second class tests of the
National Skating Association are included.

By Montagu S. F. Monier-Williams and Stanley F. Monier-Williams
(Members of the Wimbledon Skating Club).

"THE FIELD" OFFICE, 346, STRAND, W.C.
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PUBLISHED BY HORACE COX.

In crown Svo., price 55., by post 55. \d.

BOAT-RACING;
OR,

The ARTS of ROWING and TRAINING.

EDWIN DAMPIER BRICKWOOD.
(EX-AMATEUR CHAMPION OF THE THAMES.)

COHSTTZEnSTTS.

ROWING.
CHAP.
I.—Introduction : Past and Present Condition of

Boatracing.
II.—Racing Boats : Their History and Fittings.

III.—The Sliding Seat: Its Invention, Adoption,
and Theory.

IV.—How to Use an Oar, and Sculls.
V.—Faults and Errors : What to avoid.
VI.—Steering : Coxswain and Non-coxswain.
VII.—Teaching Beginners.
VIII.—Coaching for Races^ and Selection of Crews.
IX.—The Varieties and Conduct of Boatraces.
X.—The Laws of Boatracing.

CHAP.
XI.—The Qualifications of Amateurs.
XII.—Boat" Clubs : Their Organisation

Administration.
XIII.—Historical Records, A.n. 1715 to 1838.
XIV. „ „ a.d. 1839 to 1855.

XV. „ „ a.d. 1856 to 1875.

TRAINING,
XVI.—Its Principles.
XVII.—Its Practice.

XVIII.—Prohibitions, Ailments, &c.
Appendix.—Rules for Betting.
Index.

and

Published Annually, price is.
}
by post is. id,

THE ROWING ALMANACK AND OARSMAN'S COMPANION.

Edited by E. D. BRICKWOOD
(Ex-Amateur Champion of the Thames),

Author of "Boat-Racing ; or
t

the Arts of Rowing and Training."

A Calendar with Space for Memoranda and High
Water Table, with a Table of Tidal Observations.

The Definition of an Amateur.
Record of all Regattas and principal Club Races,
with a copious Index.

A Review of the Rowing Season.
An Itinerary of the River Thames from Oxford to
Putney, showing all the points of interest, with
Hotels, &c.

A Rowing Directory.
The Lengths of the different Racing Courses.
The Laws of Boat Racing.
Henley Regatta Rules.
Metropolitan Amateur Regatta Rules.
The Rule of the Road on the River.
Thames Navigation Rules,
Tables of Winners of all the principal Races and
Regattas.

Now ready, post free, 6d.t cloth gilt.

RULES OF THE GAME OF HOCKEY
AND OF

THE HOCKEY ASSOCIATION.
Price 6d., by post, 6\d.

THE TTT^JVUIES

:

Rules and Bye-laws as to Boating, Fishing, the Use of Steam Launches, &c.

By C. E. GODDARD, Solicitor.

THE FIELD " OFFICE, 346, STRAND, W.C
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A CATALOGUE OF BOOKS

Now ready, price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. 8d., in limp cloth.

"DABBITS for PROFIT and RABBITS for
,
* POWDER. A Treatise upon the New Industry of Hutch Rabbit Farming in

the Open, and upon Warrens specially intended for Sporting purposes; with Hints
as to their Construction, Cost, and Maintenance. By R. J. Lloyd-Price.

DEPORTS on SALMON LADDERS, with
Original Drawings, P"

price 2s. 6d., by post 25. yd.

Original Drawings, Plans, and Sections. By Francis Francis. In post 4to.

A MANUAL of theLAW ofSALMON FISHERIESx
in ENGLAND and WALES, with a copious Index. By Spencer Walpole,

one of Her Majesty's Inspectors of Salmon Fisheries. Price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. 8d.

A TABLE of CALCULATIONS for use with
the "Field" Force Gauge for Testing Shot Guns. Also an Illustration and

Description of the Apparatus. In demy 4to., price 2s. 6d.

THE RULES of PIGEON SHOOTING. Published
by Special Permission, the Hurlingham Club and the Gun Club Rules of Pigeon

Shooting. Second Edition. Bound together in cloth, gilt edges, price 6d., by
post yd.

THE RANELAGH CLUB RULES for Flying
Clay Pigeon Shooting. Edited by Cholmondeley-Pennell. Cloth, gilt

edges, price is., by post is. id.

THE LAWS of LAWN TENNIS, as adopted by
the Marylebone Cricket Club and the All England Croquet and Lawn Tennis

Club. Entered at Stationers' Hall. Price 6d.
t
by post 6\d.

Now ready, price 6d., by post yd.

ALL ENGLAND LAWN-TENNIS CLUBJr̂ - REGULATIONS for the MANAGEMENT of LAWN-TENNIS PRIZE
MEETINGS, 1885.

THE "FIELD" LAWN TENNIS UMPIRES'X SCORE-SHEET BOOK (with Instructions for the use of Umpires). Adapted
for the use of Umpires and Players, as used at the Championship Meetings. Price 6d.,
by post 6§d.

THE " FIELD " LAWN TENNIS CALENDAR
for 1886. Containing the Laws of Lawn Tennis ; List of Secretaries and their

Addresses
;
Summary of the Season 1885 ; On the Making of Tennis Lawns and

Cinder and Gravel Courts
;
with Full Reports of all Tournaments and Club Matches

of the Season 1884. Edited by B. C. Eveleigh (of the " Field "). Price is., by
post is. 3d.

THE ITALIAN SYSTEM of BEE KEEPING;
-*- being an Exposition of Don Giotto Ulivi's Economical Frame Hives and Honey
Extractor. By Arthur J. Danyell, late Capt. H.M. 31st Regiment. With Illus-

trations. Price is., by post is. id. This pamphlet contains practical directions for
the making and utilisation of frame hives, costing less than 2s. each, and a centrifugal

honey extractor costing 5s. or 6s.

"THE FIELD" OFFICE, 346, STRAND, W.C.



PUBLISHED BY HORACE COX.

In 4to., printed on toned paper, with plates, price 5s., by post $s. 4^.

Til If111 IMS IWI:
AN

HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT OP THE HAND-

MADE ANTIQUE LACES OP ALL COUNTRIES.

By l. w.
This work contains the whole of the series of articles on Antique Point Lace which

have been published in " The Queen." It will prove an invaluable guide and book of

reference to ladies interested in Antique Lace, and, with_ its highly ornamental

embossed cover, will form a handsome ornament for the drawing-room table.

ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS OF THE CLASSICS.

Post Svo., 540 pages, price js. 6d.

HALF-HOURS WITH GREEK AND LATIN AUTHORS,
FROM VARIOUS ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS, WITH

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES.

By G. H. JENNINGS and W. S. JOHNSTONE,
Authors of " A Book of Parliamentary Anecdote."

In post Svo., price $s., by post 5s. 4<£.

THE BARB AND THE BRIDLE

:

A

HANDBOOK of EQUITATION for LADIES,
AND

MANUAL OF INSTRUCTION IN THE SCIENCE OF RIDING FROM THE
PREPARATORY SUPPLING EXERCISES ON FOOT TO THE FORM

IN WHICH A LADY SHOULD RIDE TO HOUNDS.

BY "VIEILLE MOUSTACHE."

Handsomely bound in cloth, price 3s. 6d., by post 3s. gd.

ACTING CHARADES FOR OLD AND YOUNG.

BY ARTHUR LILLIE,
Author of "The Enchanted Toasting Fork" &c.

In paper cover, price 6d.

"THE Q.TJEEK-" EEGIPES.
By " THE G. C," Author of " Round the Table."

"THE QUEEN " OFFICE, 346, STRAND, W.C.



A CATALOGUE OF BOOKS.

Now Ready, Price One Shilling; by Post, is 2\d

THE QUEEN ALMANAC,
AND

LADY'S CALENDAR for 1886.

AMONG ITS CONTENTS WILL BE FOUND

A CHROMO-LITHOGRAPH PLATE OF DESIGNS
For Church, Fishscale, and Satin Embroidery, Wood Carving &e TWO

COLOUEED PLATES of Knitting, Crochet Netting, and Crochet Designs.

Suggestions for Figure Work in Embroidery, Painting on Textile Fabrics &c
Decorated Wicker-work. Decorated Fancy Bags and Muffs. Arrangement of
Flowers in Bouquets, in Baskets, and on Fans.

EASTERN FURNITURE, POTTERY, AND METAL WORK.
Fireplaces and Hand Screens, Ac, in Brass Work. Specimens of Novel

China and Pottery. New Shapes of Tahle Glass, Ac.AHD POETBAITS
H.R.H. the Princess of Wales.
H.R.H. Princess Henry of Battenberg
H.R.H. Prince Henry of Battenberg."
Prince Albert of Saxe-Altenburg.
Princess Albert of Saxe-Altenburg.
Prince Waldemar of Denmark.
Princess Marie Amelia d'Orleans.
Earl of Carnarvon.
Countess of Carnarvon.
Lord Carrington.
Lady Carrington.
The Late Bishop of London.
The Present Bishop of London.
The Bishop of Bedford.

OIF1 POLLOWIlSrCt:
The Bishop of Exeter.
The Retired Archbishop of Dublin.
The Present Archbishop of Dublin.
The Late Major-Gen. George Gordon.
The Late Major-Gen. Sir Herbert Stewart
The Late Col. F. G. B urnaby.
The Late Major-Gen. W. Earle, C B

C.S.I.

The Late Earl of Shaftesbury, K.G.
The Late Lord Houghton.
The Late Lord Halifax.
The Late Sir Julius Benedict.
Mrs Bancroft.
The Late Mme Sainton-Dolby.

ALSO
Frocks, Hats, Coats, and Costumes for Children, and Costumes for

Ladies
;
Fancy Dresses for Young and Old, Sc.

Full information is given relating to—The Royal Family; the Royal Household ; the Governme.it • Britishand Foreign Ambassadors; Lord Lieutenants of Counties in the United Kingdom - Irish 2nd Sc dRepresentative Peers
; Peers who are Minors

; Peeresses in their own right
; A1,S 1 "t , , f ist of the S irnames of the Peers Temporal

;
Complete List of the House of Peers, witli t eir sirnames aid Tit is andthe Titles of their Eldest Sons; ewish and Mahometan Calendars; Hank of E, gland Post 6ffiie

talngthTpksfYeT
m T886i U5t 0t Charities, Assoeiations,&c.; 6biS?£yofISE of D?stin°ction

RECIPES FOR CHRISTMAS DISHES, VEGETABLE SOUPS, OYSTERS,

SAVOURIES, DRIMS, AND SWEETS.

THE QUEEN" OFFICE, 346, STRAND, W.C.



WHEELER'S
PURE GRASS SEEDS

ABE OF

Excellent Quality, New, Genuine, True to Name, Thoroughly Cleaned,

and for Germinating Power Unsurpassed.

Banging from 10a. to 38s. per acre. Carriage free. 5 per cent, discount

for cash.

WHEELER'S
ILLUSTRATED BOOK ON GRASSES

GRATIS AND POST EREE ON APPLICATION.

" For getting up the subject of grasses it may he well to make acquaintance

with that really scientific brochure, Messrs. Wheelers' 1 Illustrated Book on

Grasses.' "

—

Saturday Review.

" We have received a copy of Messrs. Wheeler and Son's ' Illustrated Book on

Grasses,' containing tables of mixtures for permanent pasture and alternate

husbandry. We need hardly say that no firm has paid more attention to the

subject of this treatise than Messrs. Wheeler, or that, as the result of long and

varied experience, they are entitled to speak with authority upon it."

—

Bell's

Weekly Messenger.

" Wheelers' ' Illustrated Book of Grasses.'—This is an admirable vade mecwm

of grasses. Messrs. Wheeler and Son, of Gloucester, have long been celebrated

for the purity of their grass seed, and this book tells farmers what are the best

kinds to grow on the different characters of soil. It contains a good essay upon

laying down grass, and the instructions as to the nature of the various grasses

are concise and valuable."

—

The Farmer.

J. C. WHEELER & SON,
SEED GROWERS,

GLOUCESTER.



Diploma
d'Hormeur,
Amsterdam,

1883. Sutton's
Special

Gold Medal,
Melbourne,

1880.

Pure Grass Seeds
ARE OF

THE HIGHEST GEKMINATING POWEE,
AND HAVE

Produced the Best Results all over the World.

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS.

BEDS,
"The Seeds for Permanent

Pasture which you supplied to
the Duke of Bedford for my
farm have produced an excellent
turf, and have surprised many
of my friends by the luxuriance
and weight of keep."

—

George
Cook, Esq., "Wood Farm, Flit-

wick.

WILTS.
"The 300 acres of Permanent

Pasture Seeds supplied by your
Firm during the past two years
to General Pitt Eivera have
realized my highest expecta-

tions."—Mr. John Campbell,
Eushmore.

BUCKS.
"I had some Seeds from you

a few years ago, for laying down
1G acres of land. They have

answered admirably."—The Eov.

Charles Lowndes, Hartwell

Eectory.

KENT.
" I received a letter from Mr.

Faunce de Laune, inquiring
whether the Grasses laid down
in 1S74 were still good, or had
deteriorated. I am pleased to
tell you I was able to give a
favourable reply."—Mr. G-. 0.
Eolfe, Plympton Farm.

LANCASHIRE.
""We have now laid down four

fields— all from your Seed —
which improve every year, and
are the envy of the entire

neighbourhood."—Mr. J. Crab-
tree, agent to T. Biley, Esq.,

Mytholmroyd.

NORFOLK.
« In 1881 I laid down 10 acres

of good strong land with your
Permanent Grass Seeds ; this
year I mowed the heaviest piece
of grass ia the parish, I have
since fed it with sheep."—Mr.
James Nelson, Holm-next-the-
Sea.

NORTHAMPTON.
"With regard to the Perma-

nent Grass Seed, which I tried

in competition with other seed,

I am very pleased to be able to

report that the best crop is from
your seed."— J. H. Egberts,
Esq., Bugbrook.

SUSSEX.
"The 22£ acres of Permanent

Grass Seeds you sent us in the

spring of this year are a most
satisfactory plant—they are quite

a carpet."—Mr. Thomas Juggins,
Bailiff to the Eight Hon. Lord
Leconfleld, Stag Park Farm.

YORKSHIRE.
" The Grass Seeds have done

well. I got a good meadow and
pasture field in two years, which
proves to demonstration that
the old adage is without founda-
tion as to 1 taking a lifetime to
make a grass field.' V—Mr. W.
Ward, Tadeaster.

PULL PARTICULARS GRATIS AND POST PREB.

Seedsmen by %

Royal Warrant I

to t

the Queen.''H.M.

r Seedsmen by
\ Royal Warrant

(/Jtfi 1 to H.R.H. the

^-Prince of Wales.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.
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